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Aim: This study develops an understanding of how to create trust in business-to-business 

relationships. In order to develop this understanding, an examination on what factors that are 

affecting trust and also how sellers behave is investigated.  

 

Method: In terms of wanting to create a deeper understanding of the subject, a qualitative 

approach has appeared. Semi-structured interviews are used and the interviews are conducted 

face-to-face. Further the collected data has been analyzed by keywords and located patterns 

out of the respondents’ answers. 

 

Result & Conclusions: Trust and honesty are important for sellers when establishing long-

term relationships. The study shows that aspects affecting trust in this context is expertise and 

cooperation whereas communication and social behavior affect cooperation. Further expertise 

is crucial to show for the client to have a good cooperation. 

 

Suggestions for future research: This study has conducted interviews with twelve 

respondents and investigating trust out of a seller’s perspective. Therefore an investigation 

regarding how the buyer experience trust development would be preferable in the future. It 



 
 

would also be interesting to conduct a study investigating a relationship that is considered as 

successful, and thereby find how this seller acts and to what degree trust exists between the 

seller and the other party. 

 

Contribution of the thesis: This study can be applied in the sales sector. Further the study 

can be of use for supply managers, the study points out the importance of listening to the 

other party and understand their demands and wishes. Another contribution may be for 

strategy makers. This is because the study gives a clear picture of what is important to keep in 

mind when having contact with customers. This study contributes to a developed theoretical 

framework of trust development. Both parties have to trust each other and honesty is 

absolutely vital for trust building and for the collaboration to work.  
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1. Introduction 

In this chapter, we present the problem and also a discussion of why this is important to 

investigate further. The aim and the research questions are presented together with the 

delimitations of the study. 

 

Laraway, which is a industry director of Technology/Software and Service at Google “Think 

with Google” believes that the market needs help to get more orientated on business to 

business relationships (Laraway, 2011). Meaning that two or more companies are cooperating 

with each other to get a competitive edge (Eng, 2004). Companies have a lot to benefit from 

B2B relationships, and in the end their customers gain from it as well according to (Laraway, 

2011). Also Steve McKee, president of McKee Wallwork and Company, agrees that B2B 

marketing and relationships are important to focus on (Howell, 2014). For a relationship to 

work properly there has to be trust between the parties (Altuntas & Baykal, 2010). According 

to Morgan & Hunt (1994) trust is “a willingness to rely on an exchange with another partner 

in whom one have confidence".  

 

Columbus (2013) argues that it is cruical for a sales force to develop trust with their 

customers. The benefits of trust among the customer make it possible to invest money where 

it is needed, such as develop new sales systems and other necessary things that will increase 

the profit even more for the company (Columbus, 2013).  Trust is a vital component of doing 

business in a social environment (Crandell, 2012). Trust is a component that is needed for a 

successful business, and if the employees are unable to have trust among each other, trusted 

relationships cannot be established with buyers (Crandell, 2012). According to Daniel Brunt 

(customer success manager at Yammer) trust in the workplace means that an organization’s 

leaders trust the employees to collaborate freely with each other, because that makes an open 

atmosphere in the workplace and all employees get an entrepreneurial position, which will 

benefit the company because it is smart business (Yammer, 2012). 

 

Therefore, it is easy to understand that trust is essential for building long-term relationships 

with customers and also to other companies to benefit sales and business opportunities. By 

having long-term relationships where trust exists, it will help both companies in the 
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collaboration in the long run. As Crandell (2012) claims, trust has to be within the company 

and among the employees in order to communicate it further to the customer, which makes it 

important for managers to understand and constantly work on how to develop trust in the best 

way possible. Matt Ontell (Customer success manager at Yammer) argues that trust helps him 

focus on his job without wondering what others are doing (Yammer, 2012). Trust helps 

avoiding unnecessary work because everyone knows what is expected of him or her. Future 

Ontell mean, “It is by building trust that organizations can create high performing teams” 

(Yammer, 2012). 

 

1.1 Problem formulation 

It not easy to start a new company and entrepreneurs are unable to match the markets demand 

with their own resources, instead they tend to look for potential partners to build cooperation 

with (Friman, Gärling, Millett, Mattsson, & Johnston, 2002). When two businesses are 

cooperating like this, it is called business-to-business (B2B). Ulaga & Eggert (2004) argue 

that the recognition of the strategic importance of a relationship has changed the way firms 

manage portfolios, and that companies have progressively moved away from having many 

suppliers, for example, to having one key supplier to build long-term relationships with. By 

doing this, both parties are creating high competitiveness in the market and getting a win-win 

situation. These business relationships have become a norm in many industries (Ulaga & 

Eggert, 2004).  

 

Therefore companies today are struggling to become a business that others want to cooperate 

with (Ulaga & Eggert, 2004). The importance of good B2B relationships is growing, and there 

is much to gain from it (Zeng, Wen & Yen, 2003; Friman et al., 2002).  Good relationships 

also secure the future and companies know what they can expect to sell to a loyal partner, or 

know what to expect out of a product or service sold from a loyal seller (Rauyruen & Mille, 

2007).  

 

There are different aspects that have to work if business-to-business corporations will be 

successful, such as cultural differences, goals, roles of the business, benefits from both 

companies, communication, structure, etc. But the most important factor in cooperation is 
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commitment and trust (Friman et al. 2002). Moreover loyalty through trust is significant 

mentioned in the theories to play a crucial role (Rauyruen & Miller, 2007; Plank & Newell, 

2007; Friman et al., 2002; Ulaga & Eggert, 2004; Caceres & Paparoidamis, 2007). 

 

Mayer, Davis & Schoorman (1995) mean that trust is necessary for organizations today and 

claim trust to become even more important in the future. Trust indeed is of great importance 

for companies when building long-term relationships (Friman et al., 2002; Koza & Lewin, 

1998; Moorman, Deshpandé & Zaltman, 1993; Rauyruen & Miller, 2007; Plank & Newell, 

2007), but it is not easy to achieve.  

 

Trust is a well-researched topic with many definitions (Anderson & Narus, 1990; Jøsang & 

Presti, 2004; Morgan & Hunt, 1994;; Mayer et al., 1995; MacMillan, Money, Money & 

Downing, 2005; Theodorakopoulos & Baras, 2006). Morgan & Hunt (1994) for example 

define trust as having confidence in another party and rely on the other party to fulfill what 

has been promised. Trust contributes to a better cooperation and prevents one of the parties 

taking advantages of the other (Moorman et al., 1993). Moreover trust is argued to be 

essential in successful business relationships (Friman et al., 2002; Fregidou- Malama & 

Hyder, 2015; Koza & Lewin, 1998; Mayer et al., 1994; Rauyruen & Miller, 2007; Plank & 

Newell, 2007).  

 

Trust can be divided into different levels. Fregidou- Malama & Hyder (2015) argue that there 

are three levels: individual, company and country. It is possible to investigate each level but at 

the same time, the authors also argue all these levels to be interrelated and, therefore, 

important aspects to take into account. Fregidou- Malama & Hyder (2015) further refers to 

Håkansson & Snehota (2000) meaning that trust is built through a social exchange process 

and that the parties by time learn to trust each other. This social exchange, therefore, involves 

people/representatives of the companies for example.  

 

Moreover Zhang, Viswanathan & Henke Jr. (2011) mean that the individual who interacts 

with another company is of huge significance if trust can or will be developed. It is these 

“trust builders” that have the biggest influence on the counterpart´s decision making (Perrone, 
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Zaheer, McEvily, 2003). One industry that has created significant discussions whether the 

representatives of the company can be trusted or not is the sales sector (Schwepker, 2001; 

Comer, Plank, Reid & Pullins, 1999; Belonax, Newell & Plank, 2007; Morgan & Hunt 1994; 

Roman & Ruiz, 2005; Hawes, 1994; Hayes & Hartley, 1989). In this industry, there is usually 

a seller meeting with a representative of another company to do business in the B2B context. 

This seller will affect the development of trust and the quality of the relationship depending 

on the way he or she acts  (Comer et al., 1999; Piercy, Cravens & Morgan, 1998; Morgan & 

Hunt, 1994).  

 

Trust can be built between a seller and the representative for example through the seller acting 

dependable, reliable, customer-oriented and honest (Comer et al., 1999). Further Wray, 

Palmer & Bejou (1994) claim that another component to build trust is that the seller shows 

expertise. There are various thoughts of how a salesperson crates trust, but it always depends 

on the seller´s behavior and attitude (Belonax et al., 2007). This social behavior is shown to 

play a crucial role when building trust as a seller (Pillai & Sharma, 2003; Belonax et al., 

2007). However, there is no dominating theory today showing how a salesperson builds trust. 

This is a gap in science regarding how the social behavior of the seller affect trust between the 

parties and what behaviors that actually build trust in this context (Belonax et al., 2007; 

Bolton, Smith & Wagner, 2003; Weitz and Jap, 1995). Therefore this study focus on how 

sellers today in the reality act and behave to create trust with their clients, and which factors a 

seller uses to build trust. 

 

1.2 Purpose, research questions, and limitations  

The purpose of this study is to investigate and understand how trust is developed in B2B 

relationships, between buyer and seller.   

 

Research questions: 

1.    How do sellers act/behave in order to create trust with their business customers? 

2.    Which factors affect trust between a buyer and seller? 
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Delimitations:  

The limitations of this study are as follows. It is not investigating companies outside of 

Sweden and not more that one organization. The organization that is studied is a newspaper 

company in the middle region of Sweden that is selling advertisements. Only the sellers’ 

perspective in this company will be examined when conducting this study. We are not 

examining the buyer perspective of collaboration or trust development. This study is only 

investigating from a qualitative approach with a use of semi-structured interviews. 

 

1.3 Disposition  
Figure 1 Disposition of Study  

 

Source: Own construction 

 

The first chapter aims to present trust in a general view. There will also be a discussion of 

why this subject is important to investigate further. The research questions and the purpose of 

the study are presented in the introduction chapter. In the theoretical chapter an understanding 

for previous research on the phenomena will be submitted, this aims to develop knowledge 

about trust development in the sales sector. This chapter ends with an own constructed model 

that is based on earlier theories that this study will further investigate.  

 

The methodology chapter presents how this study has been conducted. Meaning that a good 

picture of how the data has been collected and analyzed will be given. The chapter ends with 
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a discussion of how well the quality measures affect this study. In the empirical part, a 

presentation of what has been seen and said from the reality will be presented. The collected 

data will be coded based on the answers from the interviews.  

 

The analysis chapter is based on a critical discussion of the empirical data. This discussion is 

based on the connection between the empirical part and the theoretical chapter. This chapter 

ends with a developed model that is the basis for the conclusion. In the conclusion chapter, 

the research question will be answers. There will also be reflection over the study and what 

this study can contribute within theoretical, social and managerial way. Finally, there will be 

suggestions for further research.  
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2. Theoretical chapter 

This chapter aims to investigate where science is today in the subject and find the gaps. The 

chapter starts with describing the phenomenon and will narrow it down and be more specific 

in the end. At the end of the chapter, there is also a model presented to give an overview of 

the theoretical framework. 

2.1 B2B Relationships 

Business-to-business (B2B) means that two companies work together and have a common 

interest (Eng, 2004; Friman et al., 2002). When companies are working together it is crucial to 

have a good relationship, which also preferable is individualized (Derrouiche, Neubert, 

Bouras; Savino, 2010; Eng, 2004; Rauyruen & Mille, 2007)  

  

However, two companies working together, for example a customer and supplier, doesn’t 

mean that they have a business relationship (Blois, 1997). There can, for example, don’t be 

any other supplier alternatives, or other motives that don’t need or provides a relationship. A 

B2B relationship can be complex (Plank & Newell, 2007), one important aspect to conclude if 

there is a relationship, is if there is loyalty in the repeated purchases or not (Blois, 1997). 

 

There is profitability to earn from a business relationship. Especially the productivity because 

of the different expertise the companies can put together (Zeng et al., 2003). By cooperating 

both companies can produce products or services faster and also better. B2B can also generate 

a product or service for one party but then for example price reductions, or similar can be the 

gain for the other party Friman et al. (2002). 

  

Rauyruen & Mille (2007) mean that business customers do spend a significant amount of 

money when purchasing a service or a product from a company and it is, therefore, crucial to 

maintain business customers loyal. A loyal business customer will choose the company´s 

product or service instead of a competitors, despite the fact that the competitors’ product for 

example is cheaper, because of the good relationship (Rauyruen & Mille, 2007). 
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Further on Rauyruen & Mille (2007) also mean that service quality, commitment, trust, and 

satisfaction contributes to the quality of B2B relationships. Friman et al. (2002) also mean 

that trust is an important factor as well as the long-term orientation of the relationship. In a 

long B2B relationship, the companies can provide competitive advantages through for 

example receiving merchandise in short time and let information flow fast between them out 

of their expertise (Pillai & Sharma 2003) 

 

2.1.1 Opportunities and risks with B2B relationships 

A good relationship does provide purchases (Rauyruen & Miller, 2007). Out of a sellers 

perspective, it is easier to forecast the production and add an extra value to a recurring and 

loyal partner (Plank & Newell, 2007). It is moreover easier to know the customer needs and 

be prepared with knowledge to add value to the relationship (Rauyruen & Miller, 2007). 

Looking from the buyers view, they know what to expect, and it is also easier to adapt 

products or services to the market situation if the relationship and communication is good 

(Plank & Newell, 2007). 

  

However, not all relationships are good relationships. If a company is dissatisfied with the 

cooperation, it will most truly change partner (Pillai & Sharma 2003). A B2B relationship is 

supposed to be profitable for both parties (Plank & Newell, 2007). Business relationships 

sometime during the cooperation do have conflicts the challenge is to know how to handle 

them in the right way (Plank & Newell, 2007). 

 

However, every business relationship is different (Rauyruen & Miller, 2007). It is, therefore, 

important to don’t handle every relationship the same way and instead be aware of the partner 

company´s characteristics (Rauyruen & Miller, 2007). Loyalty is crucial in a B2B 

relationship, and so is trust in order to achieve loyalty (Rauyruen & Miller, 2007; Plank & 

Newell, 2007); Friman et al., 2002 & Caceres & Paparoidamis, 2007). 
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2.2 Trust 

This topic aims to handle the complexity of trust. It will start by describing different 

definitions of trust, what it is and what it contributes to. Followed by risks with trust and some 

examples of theories in the field. Trust indeed is a well-researched topic with different 

definitions of what trust really is (Anderson & Narus, 1990; Jøsang & Presti, 2004; Morgan & 

Hunt, 1994; Mayer et al., 1995; MacMillan et al., 2005; Theodorakopoulos & Baras, 2006). 

Furthermore trust has become increasingly popular and important in many perspectives such 

as management, psychology, ethics, economics, relationship building, etc. (Colquitt, Scott, & 

Lépine, 2007).  

 

2.2.1 Definitions of trust 

Morgan & Hunt (1994) argue that trust is about having confidence in another party and they 

define trust as “a willingness to rely on an exchange with another partner in whom one have 

confidence". Meaning to fulfill what have been promised and be faithful to the other party, 

and then trust can be created (Morgan & Hunt, 1994; Theodorakopoulos & Baras, 2006). 

Mayer et al. (1995) on the other hand, mean that trust is about to be vulnerable to another 

party based on the expectations of what that party will perform, and accept the inability to 

monitor what is being performed. If this is achieved, trust is present (Mayer et al., 1995). 

Jøsang and Presti (2004) define trust in a rather similar way and claim that trust is when a 

party to a certain extent is willing to depend on someone or something else and be aware that 

negative consequences are possible. 

 

Anderson and Narus (1990) define trust as, "The firm's belief that another company will 

perform actions that will result in positive outcomes of the firm as well as not take unexpected 

actions that results in negative outcomes". By this, Anderson and Narus (1990) mean that trust 

is created when the counterparty delivers what is promised, and this will benefit the company 

as a whole. When there is trust between two companies, it will result in repeat visits and 

purchases, which will benefit both parties (Anderson & Narus, 1990). Morgan & Hunt (1994) 

furthermore argue when trust is established, it profits the company more than if they would 

have worked alone.  
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Morgan and Hunt (1994) believe that the willingness to build trust must come from both 

parties and being built by having a high level of integrity, which is associated with being 

honest, fair, helpful, reasonable, consistent and competent, etc. Mayer et al. (1995) on the 

other hand, mean that trust can be created through one party being willing to take a risk by 

cooperating with another party and then trust can be built from there. Moreover exchanges 

between people or companies take place every day, and if they go in a positive direction, trust 

is formed and when a negative exchange takes place trust decrease (Colquitt et al. 2007). 

Hence trust is extra crucial in the service marketing industry, this is because the counterparty 

often pays before the services are rendered, and a disappointment can damage trust between 

the parties (Anderson & Narus, 1990; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

 

2.2.2 Outcomes of trust 

Trust is essential in all relationship and not least in business-to-business cooperation (Altuntas 

& Baykal, 2010). All well-working relationships are built on trust and trust is being built 

through shared morals and promise keeping (Sako, 1997). Mohr and Spekman (1994) argue 

that trust makes it easier to solve conflicts, and it also helps the companies to strive towards 

mutual goals and make it easier to create success for both companies. Fregidou- Malama  and 

Hyder (2015) who view trust on a global level also agree that trust is essential in successful 

relationships. 

 

Lack of trust results in less information sharing among people (Kezar, 2004). Further, it can 

also lead to one party taking advantage of the situation and the other company (Moorman et 

al. 1993). Although, Mayer et al. (1995) believe that trust is beneficial for a good business 

performance but it is not essential and companies can collaborate without trust. Contrarious, 

(Friman et al., 2002; Koza & Lewin, 1998; Moorman et al., 1993; Rauyruen & Miller, 2007; 

Plank & Newell, 2007) mean that trust is necessary for successful relationships. 

 

Trust can be divided into different levels such as the individual, company and country 

(Fregidou- Malama & Hyder, 2015). Meaning that all levels are possible to look further into, 

however, the authors further suggest that all levels are interrelated. An organizations success 

is directly affected of how the firm communicates knowledge (Abrams, Cross, Lesser, & 
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Levin, 2003). For a company to share vital information, trust is needed. Abrams et al. (2003) 

claim that trust leads to improved overall knowledge exchange between parties. According to 

Altuntas & Baykal (2010) trust is shown to improve workers behaviors and in line with the 

company. This is important when doing business with another firm, to know that the 

employees are loyal and know that the company is stable and thereby the risk of doing 

business with them is less (Caldwell & Clapham, 2003). Sako (1997) argues that there is a 

growing interest in building trust among organizations because it will improve business 

performance. Trust between companies moreover create and maintain a competitive 

advantage (Barney & Hansen, 1994). 

 

Kezar (2004) describes that if a person is valued and being trusted with information the dialog 

between two parties is becoming more reasonable and ideas are also allowed to get more 

creative. Moorman et al. (1993) argue that trust is especially important when companies are 

integrated with each other’s business plans and strategies. In this point a business is highly 

vulnerable and trust is, therefore, crucial in order to be able to rely on the other company to 

not “steal” ideas but instead help out of the shared information (Moorman et al. 1993). 

Kramer (1999) further means that trust makes it more likely to go back to that trusted 

company in the future. 

 

Kezar (2004) believes that relationship and trust are hard to separate. By that, the author 

means that good relationships lead to trust, and that trust develops healthy relationships. 

Without trust, people act in fear and do not feel safe (Kezar, 2004). With trust, an individual’s 

willingness is enhanced to engage and participate in actions that he or she never would do if 

there were no trust (Kramer, 1999), this is because the person feels safe by trust and knows 

that there is someone who will back up if something will go wrong. It is the same scenario in 

a business situation trust is crucial for a good collaboration (Kramer, 1999). 

 

2.3 Trust development 

There are factors that make companies want to start alliances, and these factors can be new 

product development, market access and knowledge in a market for example (Marshall, 
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Nguyen & Bryant, 2005). Marshall et al. (2005) describe a theory where there are three stages 

in trust development, such as formation, implementation, and evolution. 

  

In the formation phase companies perform analysis of the enterprise and how it would affect 

the costs of the enterprise (Marshall et al. 2005). Lewinki and Burnker (1995) agree that 

analysis of the company has to be done and that calculated cost and benefits from these 

analyses could be vital for the choice of partner. Also Zhang et al. (2011) agree that this 

stadium is about sharing information to see if the potential company can be of interest. The 

most important aspect of this phase is to determine the strategic positions of the firms and 

determine the partner’s resources and how these can be of benefit for the both companies 

(Lewinki & Burnker, 1995). Marshall et al. (2005) agree that the strategic position and the 

resources have to match both companies to be able to benefit both sides. When two partners 

begin to trust each other they become more interested in sharing their resources without 

worrying too much about the other party will take advantage of this, that is according to 

Marshall et al. (2005) a first sight of trust. 

  

At the implementation phase, the companies are established and are working with each other. 

At this point, the firms have to meet each other’s expectations and have a sense of the 

intentions of the alliance. Marshall et al. (2005) believe that this stage is based on 

understanding and sharing knowledge. Zhang et al. (2011) argue that both companies need to 

have an ability to compromise for the best of the other company. Lewinki and Bunker (1995) 

define this stage as understanding of the partner’s qualities and intentions. The partners will 

be closer if they frequently share valuable information among each other (Lewinki & Bunker, 

1995; Zhang et al., 2011). Future Marshall et al. (2005) argue that if challenges in the 

formation and implementation stage have been overcome, the chance of going on to the 

evaluation phase is good. 

  

In the evaluation phase both companies mature into an organization that works for the same 

goals and purpose (Marshall et al. 2005). This is because both companies has become familiar 

and integrated in the other companies strategic planning and now have to consider the other 

party’s interests as well as their own (Crossan & Inkpen, 1995 and Zhang et al., 2011). 
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Lewinki and Bunker (1995) define this step as identification-based trust and is about the 

parties are effectively understanding, agree and ensures each other needs. At this stage, the 

trust is well developed and makes it possible for one firm to act effectively for each other. 

  

2.4 Risks with trust 

There are not only positive aspects with trust. Bicchieri, Duffy & Tolle (2004) mean that by 

trusting someone we are vulnerable. A person’s past experience of relationships may also 

affect the next relationship when it comes to trust and can make it harder to build trust once 

again if the previous experience was negative (Bicchieri et al., 2004). A stable and reliable 

trust takes many years to develop, but it can be damage quickly if a trust defect appears (Hart 

& Johnson, 1999). A trust defect can be anything that makes one party of the relationship to 

hesitate, for example return a purchase or just feel in a different way for someone or 

something in the partner organization (Hart & Johnson, 1999). If trust is defected, the whole 

cooperation will be affected in a negative way (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

 

Other central issues that would hurt trust are if the benefits are unequal divided, or if one of 

the parties taking advantages of the other party (Caceres & Paparoidamis, 2007). To have 

self-interest in the relationship can be dangerous, the main idea is that both sides have a 

common interest (Burchell & Wilkinson, 1997). If one party feels that the other party tries to 

make an own winning on behalf of him or her, trust will be negatively affected (Burchell & 

Wilkinson, 1997). However, if both parties are having a mutual expectation of the relationship 

in the future, a defected trust can be saved by forgiveness (Burchell & Wilkinson, 1997).  

 

2.5 Theories of trust 

As well as there are many definitions and ways described of how to build trust, as in the 

above topics, there are also different theories to explain this. Below, two different theories are 

described. The commitment trust theory is a theory that is used among scientists (Anderson & 

Narus, 1990; Friman et al., 2002; Goo, & Huang, 2008; MacMillan et al., 2005). The other 

one is Mayer’s Trust Theory of (Mayer, Davis & Schoorman, 1995), which also is used in 

other contexts as (Dirks & Ferrin, 2001; Ferrin, Bligh & Kohles, 2007). 
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2.5.1 Mayer’s Theory of trust development 

How trust is created varies from individual to individual. Some parties are easier to trust than 

others. However, Mayer et al. (1995) disclose that in order to build trust with another party, 

there must be a risk factor and that both parties must be aware of the risk that follows with 

trust. Further, Mayer et al. (1995) argue that the reliability is dependent on the characteristics 

of the counterparty and what it manages to display and perform, this determines if the 

counterparty becomes more or less trusted. Mayer et al. (1995) argue that these characteristics 

are important to understand when developing trust with another party. Three different 

character traits that occur when reliability is to be built in the theory of (Mayer et al., 1995) 

will follow. 

  

These characteristics are ability, benevolence, and integrity. Mayer et al. (1995) describe that 

they, through previous research has found that these three traits are often recurring and, 

therefore, consider them as the main building blocks when trust is created. Below follows a 

short description of the three characteristics of trustworthiness in Mayer’s theory. 

 

2.5.1.1 The characteristics of Mayer’s trust theory  

With ability, Mayer et al. (1995) mean that a party's skills and literacy is sufficient for a 

particular area and that it has an influence on that field. For example, the employees create 

trust to the manager by deliver what is expected and showing expertise in their field. 

However, Mayer et al. (1995) argue that a party who has expertise in one area, may have a 

lack of knowledge for another area, and this can disrupt the structure of trust if the wrong 

person is asked. 

 

The second factor in Mayer et al. (1995) model consists of benevolence. One party sets their 

interests aside to promote the other party instead and help them achieve their goals (Meyer et 

al., 1995). Furthermore, there must be a willingness to trust the counterparty, which also can 

be a risk factor (Meyer et al., 1995). 
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The final criterion is integrity. With integrity Mayer et al. (1995) mean that both parties are 

being honest with each other and that the parties accept each other's standards, principles, and 

differences. Even though a bigger number of characteristics have been proposed in earlier 

literature Mayer et al. (1995) claim that only these three factors are necessary for trust 

development.  There is no factor that is more important than another, but all three must be in 

the relationships to create trust because all factors create a unique perspective, and it depends 

on the counterparty if trust is developed (Mayer et al., 1995). Figure 2 describes how 

trustworthiness is achieved through the three factors to the left (e.g. ability, benevolence, and 

integrity). These in its turn are affected by the trustee’s propensity and together they build 

trust. When trust is established, there are risks within the relationships and then there is an 

outcome of trust and risks in the relationship, which will indirectly through the three factors, 

affect trust once again. 

 

Figure 2. Mayer's Theory of Trust 

Source: Mayer et al. (1995) page 715.  
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2.5.2 Commitment-trust Theory  

Morgan & Hunt (1994) describe the commitment-trust theory as focusing on one party and 

create a relationship that is built on commitment and trust. The networks of good business 

partners are essential (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). The commitment-trust theory describes how to 

establish, maintain and develop relationships. This theory implies the key mediating variables, 

which are the most important factors when trust and commitment being built. Morgan & Hunt 

(1994) believe that relationship and trust are essential features in finding the right business 

partner and that this can be helped by the commitment-trust theory. This theory has factors 

that are connected to either commitment or trust, such as: Cooperation, Shared values, 

Communication and more. Below a model describing different factors that according to the 

theory affect trust and thereby the relationship (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). The arrows having a 

plus mark are showed to build trust and the arrows with a minus mark can destroy trust. 

Moreover, only those arrows pointing directly at the center circle of trust are directly 

connected to trust. Therefore, only those factors will be described below. The other factors; 

relationship benefits, relationship termination costs, acquiesces and propensity to leave are 

instead connected to relationship commitment. 

 

Figure 3. Commitment Trust Theory 

 

Source: Morgan & Hunt (1994) page 21. 
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2.5.2.1 Factors of commitment trust theory  

Shared values are essential for a company’s organizational culture. If firms that are 

collaborating share their values, they will be more dedicated to make the relationship work 

(Morgan & Hunt, 1994). The partners have a common interest in what is being made and 

what the companies are associated with, these values can be policies, behavior, goals, what is 

right or wrong (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

  

Further Morgan & Hunt (1994) mean that communication is vital when firms are 

collaborating. Anderson & Narus (1990) describe communication as formal and informal 

sharing of significant information between the companies. Moreover Morgan & Hunt (1994) 

argue that communication is the glue in a relationship. Also Anderson & Narus (1990) argue 

that communication between both parties is positively related to trust. 

 

Opportunistic behavior is about when a company is thinking more about themselves than on 

the commitment to the other party and is defended as when a company is self-interest 

(Morgan & Hunt, 1994). It is hard to start a long-term relationship with a company that has 

self-interest. They state this will directly influence trust between the parties in a negative way 

because the other party cannot longer trust their partner (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) 

 

Morgan & Hunt (1994) define cooperation as working together towards mutual goals. 

Cooperation is the only outcome that is directly influenced by both commitment and trust. 

Anderson & Narus (1990) argue that when trust is established, companies are cooperating and 

they will achieve a higher result than if the companies did work solely. 

  

When firm is cooperating it will always be a risk of disagreement or conflicts, in the worst 

scenario this will result in dissolution (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). However, when conflicts are 

resolved in a good way for both parties it can be referred to functional conflict, this is because 

it prevents stagnation, and it stimulates interests and curiosity. Morgan & Hunt (1994) argue 

that it is trust that makes disputes become functional conflicts that the companies are able to 

solve and not go separate ways. 
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Trust is decreasing when a partner has decision-making uncertainty, this is mainly because the 

trusting partner has a confidence that the other party can be trusted. Morgan & Hunt (1994) 

point out three factors that make this decision-making uncertainty accrue, the first one is that 

there is not enough information to make a key decision. Second, the consequences are 

predictable of those decisions and third and finally the partner has confidence in those 

decisions (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

 

2.6 Discussed industries concerning trustworthiness 

One industry that has created significant discussions whether the industry is trustworthy and 

ethical or not, is the selling industry (Schwepker, 2001; Comer et al., 1999; Belonax et al., 

2007; Morgan & Hunt 1994; Roma´n & Ruiz, 2005; Hawes, 1994; Hayes & Hartley, 1989). 

Therefore, the risks of defected trust indeed are present in this industry.  

 

Within the sales sector, ethics is discussed among sellers (Bejou, Ennew & Palmer, 1998). 

Bejou et al. (1998) also claim that ethics of a seller will affect trust in the business 

relationship. Trust will be damaged if the seller acts unethically. Bejou et al. (1998) further on 

mean that the expertise of a seller also has a strong connection to the strengthening of trust. 

An unethical behavior and lack of expertise are therefore factors that can affect trust 

negatively particularly in the sales sector, for example.  

 

2.6.1 Trust within the sales sector 

Over these past 30 years a lot has happened in the sales sector when it comes to management 

(Cravens, Lassk, Low, Marshall & Moncrief, 2004). Focus has been made to create the right 

tools, like training programs for example, in order to provide the personal sellers with the 

knowledge to build good relationship with the customers (Weitz & Bradford, 1999). Back in 

the 90s (Weitz & Bradford, 1999) mean that there was more focus on the actual selling and 

marketing process. Nowadays it is known that the sell personals way of acting, do affect the 

relationship and thereby also the results of a sales organization in the long-term (Piercy et al., 

1998). 
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The salesperson is the one having most contact with the other company and does, therefore, 

play a key role when creating trust (Boles, Johnson & Barksdale Jr, 2000). One way that the 

B2B sales sector might differ from other industries, is that when a seller is supposed to sell for 

example a product to a business or another company, that person will already have expertise 

about the product compared to for example a regular consumer (Boles et al., 2000). It is, 

therefore, important to establish trust already from the first meeting and don’t have less 

competence than the business customer. At the same time, it is crucial to be honest, in order to 

build trust. Within the sales sector ethics among sellers has been a discussed and criticized 

area, but trust development is contributing to following the ethical code (Bejou et al., 1998).  

 

A good trustworthy relationship is especially important in the sales sector and leads to 

competitive advantages on the market and greater revenues (Belonax et al. 2007). The 

importance of trust in sales, in order to create long-term oriented B2B relationships, has long 

been discussed in science (Comer et al., 1999; Belonax et al., 2007; Morgan & Hunt 1994; 

Hawes, 1994 & Hayes & Hartley, 1989). Belonax et al. (2007) however mean that there is a 

gap in science about the definition of trust in this specific area of sales B2B relationship, and 

mean that trust is about the attitude and behavior of the seller. The social component of the 

seller seems to play a big role in trust development with a business customer (Pillai & 

Sharma, 2003). 

 

2.6.2 Trust between seller and buyer 

If a company wants to deliver and create trust in their B2B relationships, it is crucial that the 

salespersons within the company, to behave in the way of the organizational objectives 

(Piercy et al., 1998). Comer et al. (1999) and Morgan & Hunt (1994) further on mean that 

trust is the central objective of a good B2B relationship between seller and buyer. There are 

many definitions of trust in sales. Trust can be built by the seller through acting 

dependable/reliable, competent, honest/candid, customer-oriented, friendly/likable according 

to (Comer et al., 1999). Other factors to create trust are to fulfill obligations (Comer et al., 

1999) and/or exhibit expertise, ethical behavior and customer orientation (Wray et al. 1994). 

Belonax et al. (2007) mean that the definitions are various but in the end trust is built 

depending on the salespersons attitude and behavior.  
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There are many successful B2B relationships that have a strong personal and social bond 

behind (Pillai & Sharma, 2003). Furthermore Bolton et al., (2003) mean that good and long-

term B2B relationships between companies or organizations, often comes from superior 

service. The salesperson in other word needs to deliver what the company stands for to create 

successful relationships the way they wish. But neither to forget that every relationship is 

different, and adaptation has to be made depending on the relationship (Rauyruen & Miller, 

2007).  

 

More companies have started to work as teams to handle business relationships in the right 

way and complement each other (Piercy et al., 1998). Also, more companies have understood 

that the salespersons way of acting will affect trust building and development of the B2B 

relationship (Piercy et al., 1998). Recent studies are missing in the field of how the acting of a 

salesperson will affect the trust and relationship in the B2B context (Weitz and Jap, 1995; 

Bolton et al., 2003). Piercy et al. (1998) furthermore also claim that there is a gap in science 

concerning the social factor and its effect on trust development in B2B relationships. 

Moreover, there is also a gap whether trust in the relationship lead to more purchasing or not 

(Belonax et al., 2007).  

 

2.7 Evaluation of the theories 

Commitment-trust theory and Mayer’s trust theory are describing how trust can be created 

and what factors that are crucial to the developing process. However, they are different from 

each other. First of all, Mayer´s et al. (1995) theory is focusing most on trust development 

inside the company or inside a group (Serva, Fuller & Mayer, 2005; Mayer et al., 1995; 

Mayer & Gavin, 2005 and Dirks & Ferrin, 2001). The theory has helped to view trust out of a 

different perspective and created an understanding for how might sellers work or think about 

trust within the workplace.  However, the study further on will not discuss Mayer´s theory of 

trust, because of the wanted focus on business-to-business.  

 

The commitment trust theory moreover is widely used among scientists (Aulakh, Kotabe & 

Sahay, 1996; Brashear, Boles, Bellenger & Brooks, 2003 and Garbarino & Johnson, 1999) 

and also often used when describing the developing of trust in outside organizational 
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relationships and between two persons (e.g. buyer-seller) (Ganesan & Hess, 1997; Anderson 

& Narus, 1990 and Morgan & Hunt 1994). Therefore, this theory is applicable when 

investigating the role of trust in the relationship between two representatives of different 

companies. The theory however, is not complete regarding the specific issue and will be 

combined with other theories about trust in sales and trust and the social component. 

 

2.7.1 Combining the theories 

Combining the commitment-trust theory of (Morgan & Hunt 1994) and the theories of trust 

specific in the sales sector above, a model has been created to illustrate what contributes to 

trust in a B2B relationship between seller and buyer (see figure 4). According to Morgan & 

Hunt (1994) the positive aspects of trust development are communication, shared values, 

cooperation and functional conflict. The ones having a negative impact are opportunistic 

behavior and uncertainty. These factors will therefore not be a part of the investigation 

because they don’t contribute to trust development, but rather destroy trust. The purpose of 

the study is to investigate how trust can be developed and what it contributes to, not what it 

does not or how it is damage. Further Morgan & Hunt (1994) describe cooperation as two 

parties working together towards common goals and Anderson & Narus (1990) further mean 

that cooperation occurs first after trust has begun to develop. Therefore, the social behavior 

contributes to how the cooperation turns out since there would not be any cooperation at all if 

they cannot work together because they don't get along. The same goes for communication. 

Communication is every exchange between the two parties (Morgan & Hunt, 1994) and also 

dependent on the social behavior.  

 

Further aspects from sales theories are expertise (Bejou et al., 1998; Boles et al., 2000; Wray, 

et al., 1994), ethical behavior (Bejou et al., 1998; Wray et al., 1994; Schwepker, 2001) and the 

social behavior of the seller (Bolton et al., 2003; Comer et al., 1999; Pillai & Sharma, 2003; 

Weitz and Jap, 1995). Only the social aspect is interesting in the study, therefore, ethical 

behavior will not be investigated. Expertise, on the other hand, is contributing to trust 

depending on how a seller mediates the expertise. Meaning it is affected by the social 

behavior of the seller. It is moreover crucial to show expertise towards the buyer to create 

trust (Johnson, & Graysin, 2005).  
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Below a theoretical model is presented to give an overview of the factors being used further 

on in this study. The four factors in the middle (communication, expertise, cooperation and 

functional conflict) are showed through this theoretical framework, to contribute to trust in 

B2B relationships between seller and buyer. Moreover, they are all affected by the social 

behavior of the seller and together, dependent on each other, they can create trust. Because of 

the unclear connection between social behavior and the factors, this factor is unfilled in the 

model to show that it is not clearly stated in theories that it directly affects trust or any 

particular factor. A description of the factors will follow. 

 

Figure 4. Factors Affecting Trust 

 

Source: Own construction 

 

2.8 Factors of trust development in sales 

A description of each component will follow based on figure 4. They are all suggested to 

affect trust, according to the theories. Further, it will be focused on the sales sector and out of 

a seller’s perspective. 
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2.8.1 Social behavior  

Social behavior is the behavior focused towards society and not towards the own (Bargh, 

Chen & Burrows, 1996). The social behavior affects communication, which is any interaction 

between two parties (Olkkonen, Tikkanen & Alajoutsijarvi, 2000). When there is a 

communication it can further lead to cooperation between two parties (Morgan & Hunt, 

1994). Anderson & Narus (1990) claim that cooperation occurs first after trust has begun to 

develop. Therefore, the social behavior plays a role in cooperation as well since it occurs out 

of a communication that is directly affected by social behavior. 

 

The expertise contributes to trust if being showed in a good way (Johnson, & Graysin, 2005). 

It is therefore affected by the social behavior. Furthermore a functional conflict is about the 

communication (Chen, 2006), and communication is showed to be affected by the social 

behavior (Olkkonen et al., 2000). Below follows a description of each of the four factors and 

how they can affect trust. 

 

2.8.2 Communication  

Thomas, Zolin, & Hartman (2009) argue that communication plays a major role in trust 

development. The communication can be divided into resource exchange and to social 

exchange (Olkkonen et al., 2000). Resource exchange is when two partners uses the others 

resources such as transactions, further social exchange is human contact such as when people 

communicate with each other and value is created and shared among the people 

communicating (Olkkonen et al., 2000). The social exchange is necessary for a relationship to 

grow because there must be trust and loyalty among the parties (Cropanzano & Mitchell, 

2005). Lambe, Wittmann & Spekman (2008) agree that social exchange over time contributes 

to trust between parties that are doing business together, mainly because the commitment 

develops. 

 

There has been shown that the type of information is vital for trust building, and there are two 

types of information, qualitative and quantitative (Thomas et al., 2009). Qualitative 

information is knowledge that is essential for the other party to know, whilst quantitative 

information is when a company provides relevant information and also irrelevant information 
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to the other party (Thomas et al., 2009). When frequently providing qualitative information to 

the other party, trust is being built, when not providing information trust can be reduced 

(Thomas et al., 2009). There is a positive relation between qualitative communication and 

trust (DeCotiis & Summers, 1987; Mathieu & Zadjac, 1990; Trombetta & Rodgers, 1988). 

 

2.8.3 Cooperation 

Roman & Ruiz (2005) explain that the salesperson has to understand the other parties needs 

and provide a product or service that satisfies these particular needs. To do that, the 

salesperson should act in an acceptable manner, which refers to be flexible in order to meet 

the customer’s specific needs (Roman & Ruiz, 2005). Lying or exaggerating about the 

benefits of the product and not give correct answers would decrease trust between the parties 

(Roman & Ruiz, 2005).  

  

Oliwer & Swan (1989) argue that the interaction with a salesperson becomes more positive if 

the other party get the feeling of a fair transaction, leading to a higher satisfaction increases 

trust (Roman & Ruiz, 2005). Open communication from an organization makes it easy for 

other parties to know what the company stands for and thereby more attractive to do business 

with if they share the same values (Thomas et al. 2009). For two companies to cooperate there 

has to be trust between them (Morgan & Hunt 1994). When there is trust and the cooperation 

is working they will have a high competitiveness in the market (Morgan & Hunt 1994). 

  

If two parties repeatedly have interaction and both parties, consider the interaction and 

communication as honest, consistent and fair trust increases (Beatty, Mayer, Coleman, 

Reynolds, & Lee, 1996). Collaborations are exposed to both performance risk and relational 

risk (Coletti, Sedatole & Towry, 2005). Performance risk is when one party does not deliver 

what has been promised (Coletti et al., 2005). Relation risk refers to the lack of commitment 

to the collaboration, both these risks are direct affecting the companies and trust between 

them.  
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2.8.4 Expertise 

Expertise is related to the terms of a service provider’s level of knowledge and experience in 

the concerning market (Bush & Wilson, 1976). Bejou et al. (1998) describe expertise or 

knowledge as a factor that has a high influence on a decision for a purchase. This has been 

exposed as a factor that affects the trust between the both parties and can be a vital point for 

the parties to start a relationship (Swan & Nolan, 1985). If a salesperson has a lack of 

expertise, the belief in this person will decrease and can affect the trustworthiness of that 

person (Johnson, & Graysin, 2005). It is, therefore, crucial for a seller to be aware of how 

expertise should be showed. 

  

The degree to which a customer has trust in a salesperson are influenced by the belief that the 

seller will act for the buyers best interest, in that case the salesperson need proper knowledge 

to be able to help the customer in the best possible way (Bejou et al., 1998). A salesperson 

should not sell products that the other party doesn’t need just to be able to sell more products, 

it decrease trust between the parties (Roman & Ruiz, 2005). Also Woodside & Davenport 

(1974) agree and argue that a salesperson having good expertise is more able to solve the 

customer’s problem in a proper way. 

 

Salespersons with lack of expertise can use special systems to perform better regarding the 

social aspect and increase trust between the salesman and the other party (Ko & Dennis, 

2004). In contrast, salespeople that consist a high level of expertise might look for unique new 

ways to successfully interact with other parties. Although, both the person with high and low 

level of expertise, are likely to benefit from a sales systems (Ko & Dennis, 2004). 

 

2.8.5 Functional conflict 

Functional conflict is generally task orientated that focus on how to best achieve common 

understanding (Amason, 1996). If the conflict is resolved in a good way, it can lead to a better 

understanding of the other parties needs (Morgan & Hunt, 1994). Chen (2006) argue that a 

conflict discussion can result in new opportunities that otherwise would not be thought of, this 

because of the new trust that has developed between the parties during these discussions. Also 

Cosier & Harvey (1998) agree that conflicts can be used to negotiate and discover issues that 
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in the long term could be crucial for the company. Massey & Dawes (2007) meaning when a 

functional conflict exists, people feel free to express their opinions and also to question and 

challenge the other party’s ideas (Baron 1991; Schwenk 1989).  

 

To solve a conflict there must be communication between the parties (Chen, 2006). Chen 

(2006) further means that if the communication is good and extended while a conflict is going 

on, the parties can learn about each other. Decisions can be made more properly since the 

understanding is greater towards the other party and trust increases afterwards when the 

conflict is solved with these more properly decisions (Amason, 1996; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 
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3. Methodology  

This chapter will give a picture of how the study was conducted. Every choice is presented 

and explained why they were made and how the data has been analyzed and collected. In the 

end a critical discussion about the quality measures is presented. Describing how the choices 

made throughout the study has affected the reliability and validity. 

3.1 Research design  

In terms of the purpose of the study, to create an understanding, semi-structured interviews 

were conducted. This type of interviews give the respondents a chance to answer rather freely 

but at the same time each question focus on a specific issue or subject out of the theoretical 

framework (Bryman & Bell, 2013). The interviews took place at three different workplaces, 

in the same company. This in order to provide wider results and thereby strengthen the 

reliability of the study. A quantitative approach on the other hand meaning a statistical 

investigation is made and the results are quantifiable (Bryman & Bell, 2013). This would been 

more preferable if the study aims to generalize the results, which this study does not. 

Therefore, the qualitative approach is used. These choices of conducting interviews gave us a 

qualitative approach to the study. Brantlinger, Jimenez, Klingner, Pugach & Richardson 

(2005) furthermore mean that a qualitative approach is an appropriate and organized method 

to understand a specific issue. Moreover Bryman & Bell (2013) and Eisenhardt & Graebner, 

(2007) mean that a qualitative study is preferable when the aim is to investigate the reality and 

try to understand the social context, which this study aims for. Moreover Bryman & Bell 

(2013) and Eisenhardt & Graebner (2007) mean that a qualitative study is preferable when the 

aim is to investigate the reality and try to understand the social context, which this study aims 

for.  

 

3.2 Data collection  

The first step of this study was to create a good and broad theoretical basis. Out of this, the 

theoretical framework appeared and limited the rest of the study to that frame. Out of the 

theoretical chapter, concepts to investigate the subject were made. Further on this heading aim 

to describe how the empirical data was collected, show how the interviews went through and 

the structure of the questions asked. The 12 interviews took all place face-to-face and were 
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transcribed. During this following chapter, reliability and validity will be discussed and also 

presented as a last topic. Reliability refers to if the results of a study are repeatable under 

different circumstances if the same study would be conducted again of someone else (Bryman 

& Bell, 2013). Validity concerns whether the study really measure what was supposed to be 

measured (Roberts, Priest & Traynor, 2006). 

 

3.2.1 Semi-structured interviews  

Open-ended questions like semi-structured ones, can create a broader understanding for the 

interviewers concerning what the respondents actually mean (Sandelowsk, 2000).  Moreover, 

semi-structured questions are applicable when the issue of the study is clear, and a deeper 

understanding is wanted (Bryman & Bell, 2013). Because of the specific aim to investigate 

factors that provide trust and a purpose to understand, semi-structured interviews are the 

chosen structure for this study. Sofaer (1999) moreover means that this structure can promote 

different or unusual results because of unpredicted answers or behaviors that can appear and 

be studied. However if there are uncertainties about the questions among the respondents, this 

structure also gives the interviewers a chance to explain the question and also to ask follow-up 

questions if the answer is not extensive enough (Bryman & Bell, 2013).  

 

Further, it is crucial that the questions are easy to understand for the respondents. Therefore, it 

is important to have in mind that not all participants have the same knowledge (Bryman & 

Bell, 2013). The questions are adapted to be understandable for as many as possible and under 

conditions that the knowledge from the sellers might be negligible in the field. The follow-up 

questions, however, are only how or why so that the respondents want be lead into something 

he or she would not have mentioned otherwise. It is necessary for the reliability not lead the 

respondents’ answers in any direction (Bryman & Bell, 2013). An interview guide has been 

made to show the questions (Appendix 1). This also makes it possible to conduct the same 

interview once again. This will be further described later. 

 

3.2.2 Practical implementation  

By having a meeting with a sales manager who has long experience from the sales sector, we 

asked him what he believed was important and he also confirmed all of our factors without 
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that we mentioned them specific and by the theoretical term. This strengthens the validity of 

the study because it shows that the theoretical conditions are present in sales and, therefore, 

reliable to use when creating the questions. Afterwards, the interview guide was tested on an 

independent salesperson. This pilot study provides for misunderstandings during the real 

interviews later on (Bryman & Bell, 2013). The only change that was in the interview guide 

made after this was the order of two questions.  

 

Then we went out to the company. To not interrupt the salespersons, we visited each 

workplace for a whole day and borrowed a conference room. Then any salesperson that 

wanted to participate could come to the room to conduct the interview. We had contact with 

the manager in each workplace who could send someone randomly in to us when that was 

needed. In the interview, we started by reading an introduction from the interview guide (See 

Appendix 1) and made clear that they wanted to participate. The interviews took about 35-45 

minute each, and no problems occurred. The interviews were held in Swedish since all 

respondents were from Sweden. Therefore, the interview guide was translated into Swedish 

when conducting the interviews. 

 

3.2.3 Transcription 

Transcription is used to put down a person spoken word into written words (Bois, 1991). The 

information that is being transcribed is depending on who is doing the transcription every 

human would do a different transcription (Bois, 1991). 

 

Because interviews were conducted, the decision was made to record them in case there was a 

need to go back to clarify any problems that could occur later. This makes it able to do a 

better analysis, which contributes to a higher reliability of the study, this because if the 

transcription was not finished directly after the interviews were conducted there was a 

possibility to use the recordings to help remember who that said what afterwards (Bryman & 

Bell, 2013). During the interview, one person was asking the questions and the other directly 

transcript the answers that were given. After the interview, we directly finished the 

transcription together. By doing this, there is a higher possibility that also the respondent’s 
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emotions could be clarified in the answers. This also makes the study reliable, because the 

answers were fresh in our memories (Bryman & Bell, 2013). 

  

Before the interviews we asked the respondents if it is okay to record the conversations, we 

also explained why we wanted to record the interview. During our meetings, there was no 

respondent that had a problem with the recording. Bryman & Bell (2013) argue that, when 

recording the respondents can be tense and not say actually what they want to say, even if the 

recording only is for the research and not for anyone else. At the end of the interview the 

respondent feel more comfortable, that is why we, after the interview were done, let the 

recording be on when chit-chatting with the respondent in a more relaxed mode, which gave 

us more valuable information (Bryman & Bell, 2013). All the information that we considered 

unnecessary for the study has been eliminated from the transcription. 

 

3.3 Population  

A population is every unit that a research is based on. From this population, the researchers 

make a sample such as nation, cities, schools, or as in this study with companies (Bryman & 

Bell, 2013). Our focus group is sellers in the advertising industry. By focusing on one 

particular industry, a deeper understanding of how these sellers develop trust between their 

business partners is made (Bryman & Bell, 2013). It is hard to know an exact number of 

people working in the sales sector in Sweden, but with help of SCB we have estimated the 

number to be around 340887 salespersons in Sweden 2013 (SCB, 2015). We have chosen the 

data from 2013 because it is the latest available. There has been a small increase of 

salespersons the last years, 2012 there was 328742 salespersons, according to the same 

statistics as used in this study (SCB, 2015). This study investigates 12 sellers, which represent 

a minority of the sellers in Sweden. Our population is located in the middle of Sweden and are 

all working for the same company but in three different offices. 

 

3.3.1 Selection 

The sample of respondents is a subgroup of the population (Bryman & Bell, 2013). The 

decision of using three different offices instead of one makes the study reliable and wide 
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because the answers that are given come from different areas  (Bryman & Bell, 2013). In the 

study there has been an aim to get good quality in every interview, instead of only focusing on 

one office and only get their answers the study now get a broader perspective on how sellers 

act in trust development across the whole company.  

  

The choice of respondents is randomly selected on the workplace. By using this method the 

respondents are not able to prepare their answers, which would affect the reliability of the 

answers, because we want every respondent to have the same information when the interview 

starts (Bryman & Bell, 2013). Because the study is focusing on developing trust between two 

parties, there has not been any consideration to whom the seller is, such as gender, age, 

culture or how long they have worked as a seller or in the particular company. 

 

The company that has been a part of the study is DT, which is a newspaper company located 

in Dalarna in the middle of Sweden. DT is a subsidiary to MittMedia that are one of the 

largest media companies in Sweden and consists of more than 1300 employees (MittMedia, 

2015). DT has 90 employees of which 29 work as sellers and the three local offices that are 

examined stands for 22 sellers of the total sales force at DT. The offices are of different size 

and amounts of employees, workplace A has 11 sellers, Workplace B has 8 sellers and 

workplace C 3 sellers. Since this study conducted 12 interviews at DT, 41 % of the total sales 

force of the company is investigated.  

 

3.3.2 Control variables  

When finding interview objects for the study, specific criteria have to be used to ensure that 

the person being interviewed are relevant for the study (Bryman & Bell, 2013). This is 

important because the answers that are given must be reliable, the respondents must know that 

they can answer the questions given, and that makes the study valid because the study focus 

on investigate what is supposed to be investigated (Bryman & Bell, 2013). To ensure that we 

get in contact with the right persons, we contacted the firms to make sure they have enough 

salespeople that fit for the study. When conducting the interview, the respondents were asked 

a few control questions to ensure that this person fits for the study and can help answer the 

research aim. These are stated in the introduction questions interview guide (Appendix 1). 
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3.4 Operationalization of the interview guide 

This operationalization is based on the interview guide (Appendix 1). To strengthen the 

reliability, this interview guide was made for the possibility to conduct the study again in the 

future. This makes it possible to conduct the same interviews once again. An introduction text 

starts the guide to create the same preliminary information for all participants. However, some 

of the follow-up questions were adapted to the situation and not similar for all interviews. 

Therefore, the interview will never be exactly the same again, which makes the study lose 

reliability. Bryman & Bell (2013) however mean that it is nearly impossible in qualitative 

studies to not loose reliability in this concern. 

 

Operationalization means the theoretical concepts being broken down into more general 

known and useful variables (Bryman & Bell, 2013). This increases the reliability since this 

proves how the questions are connected to the theoretical framework and the concepts of the 

purpose and the research questions. Another point that is important is that the questions are 

easy to understand for the respondents (Bryman & Bell, 2013). The questions are therefore 

formed in a way we believe would be on an understandable level for our industry and 

company. This prevents misunderstandings and the reliability, therefore, get stronger since the 

study is likely to stay the same if being conducted again. Therefore, as mentioned, the used 

questions have been tested in reality to be understandable. 

 

Below follows a table that shows the connection between theoretical concepts, our theoretical 

framework and the asked questions. Theoretical concepts are the factors used in figure 4 that 

showed to affect trust development. Also general questions about what trust is and what trust 

will be in the future are stated. Then there is a purpose of the question, meaning it describes 

the source of the question. Finally, it is connected to the question asked in the interview. 
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Table 1. Operationalization of theoretical concepts  

Theoretical 
Concept 

Purpose of the question based on 
reference 

Question in the interview 

Meanings of 
trust 

Definition of trust from the reality 1. What is trust for you? 

Meanings of 
trust 

Is trust important in reality? 2. Do you think trust is 
important? 

Meanings of 
trust 

How do seller build trust? 3. What do you think is 
important when building trust? 

Expertise Proven competence of the salesperson, 
leads to increased trust (Bejou et al., 
1998) 

4. Do you try to show your 
customers that you have good 
competence within your area? 
- How? 

Expertise If a salesperson has lack in competence, 
trust can decrease (Johnson & Graysin, 
2005) 

5. How do you prepare yourself 
before a meeting with a 
customer? 

Expertise A social strategy (a system) can help a 
seller to develop trust (Ko & Dennis, 
2004). 

6. Do you follow any specific 
strategy for you business 
meetings? 
-Own or Organizational? 

Cooperation If a customer feels satisfied about the 
interactions with the sales person, trust 
increase (Oliwer & Swan, 1989). 

7. What do you think 
contributes to a good 
cooperation? 

Cooperation If a customer feels fair treated and 
satisfied, the chances increase to 
develop trust (Oliver & Swan, 1989; 
Roman & Ruiz, 2005).   

8. How do you act in order to 
have a good cooperation with 
your customers? 

Cooperation By being honest trust develops (Beatty 
et al., 1996). 

9. How do you interact if you 
believe that a client is wrong? 

Communication When constantly providing the customer 
with qualitative information, trust 
increase (Thomas et al., 2009). 

10. How often do you take 
contact with your customers? 

Communication By providing qualitative information 
trust can increase between the parties 
(Thomas et al., 2009).  

11. What type of information do 
you provide for your 
customers? 
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Communication A positive social exchange contributes 
to trust development (Olkkonen et al., 
2000). 

12. How do you think that the 
social connection between you 
and your client affects the 
business? 

Functional 
Conflict 

Through good communication during a 
conflict, it can lead to increased trust 
when it is solved later (Amason, 1996; 
Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

13. How do you act if you and a 
client disagree? 

Functional 
Conflict 

Functional conflict leads to increased 
trust between two parties in the long-
term (Chen, 2006; Cosier & Harvey, 
1998; Morgan & Hunt, 1994). 

14. Do you think that conflicts 
can contribute to a better 
cooperation in the long-term? 

Functional 
Conflict 

Functional conflict can lead to new 
opportunities because of the new 
developed trust (Chen, 2006). 

Have you had any conflict that 
lead to a better result than you 
first expected? 

Trust in the 
future 

Future thinking of the reality 16. What do you think will be 
important to build trust in the 
future? 

Source: Own construction  

 

3.5 Analysis method  

These six concepts in the left column of Table 3.6 further represent the basis for empirical 

findings and analysis. The findings will be categorized according to these concepts, and each 

concept will be discussed separately (e.g. definitions of trust, expertise, cooperation, 

communication, functional conflict and trust in the future). First in the conclusion part the 

questions and concepts will be separated to answer the research questions. 

 

When using qualitative data collection, there will be a lot of materials to analyze (Bryman & 

Bell, 2013). Because there is so much data, Bryman & Bell (2013) suggests that the 

researchers should bring out the essential data from the respondents and put what is remaining 

of the answers under different headlines and analyze that. This study is analyzed by our own 

model but based on a theory made by Philipsons (2013). The interviews are transcribed, 

which makes it easy to get a full overview of all the answers. From the transcripts, we were 

able to make key sentences of the content, key sentences of each respondent are presented in 
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(Appendix 2). When key sentences are made, they are transformed into only keywords. These 

keywords are made up from the reality of the respondents, instead of already been made up 

from theory. The questions are formed from the theory and the keywords from reality, which 

ties them together in the analysis. Further, these keywords are the basis for coding the data. A 

table is made with questions and keywords as rows and the respondents as columns. Then 

each respondent gets a yellow mark if the answer given fit the keyword in the row. Through 

this patterns are later found. This will be further explained in empirical findings. 

 

When using coding as an analyzing method there can be difficulties (Bryman & Bell, 2013). 

The social context can be lost when using transcription, and the emotions and content of the 

respondent’s answers may disappear when dividing the information into different patterns 

(Bryman & Bell, 2013). By using our analysis model, all the material gets documented. If 

there is a problem with the data or to see where a keyword came from it easy to go back if 

necessary. This together with the notes from the interviews makes it possible to get an 

excellent overview and easy to navigate in the data collection. 

 

3.6 Quality Measures   

There are many aspects and choices that may affect the quality of a study. Therefore, this 

heading aims to discuss the quality of the study, choices that has been made and harmed or 

contributed to a stronger reliability or validity.  

 

3.6.1 Reliability 

Reliability is the trustworthiness of a study (Roberts et al., 2006). Reliability is to what extent 

the results of a study are repeatable in different circumstances if there was another researcher 

conducting the same study (Bryman & Bell, 2013). This is called extern reliability and is 

extremely hard to achieve in qualitative research because it is difficult if not impossible to 

create the same atmosphere as the previous study (Bryman & Bell, 2013). To enhance the 

reliability in our study, we made an interview guide, which allows the interviewer to ask the 

same questions to every respondent. One negative aspect with the interviews is that they are 
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conducted in Swedish and therefore translated from English, this can decrease the reliability 

of the study because it will be difficult to conduct the same study for others. 

Before every interview, the respondent was given the same information about our study and 

the aim of the research, in order to do every interview as similar as possible. Some of the 

question has sub question, this in order to get a more complete responses from the respondent, 

these sub questions are documented in the interview guide, which enhance the reliability of 

the study because it gets easier to re-do it (Bryman & Bell, 2013). All the interviews have 

been recorded and transcribed, which can help the researchers to go back in the data when 

analyzing it, which also improve the reliability (Roberts et al., 2006). Although, Bryman & 

Bell (2013) argue that a problem with qualitative studies occurs if a question is asked under 

one circumstance there will be one answer, if the same question is asked under another 

circumstance there will be a different answer, in these situations the reliability of a study 

decreases (Bryman & Bell, 2013). The interviews have been conducted in the company’s 

conference room in order to maintain the same atmosphere and circumstances for all the 

participants, which help the reliability of the study because the atmosphere is the same for 

every participant. 

  

Internal reliability is when the researcher has collected the data needed for the study and 

interprets the data before analyzing it and makes codes (Bryman & Bell, 2013). Analyzing the 

qualitative data with codes from the transcripts is a reliable way to handle the data (Roberts et 

al., 2006). This study is analyzed through our own model, that is based on a theory of 

(Philipson, 2013). By using our own analysis model there is a risk for decreased reliability but 

because it is based on an existing theory the reliability increases. 

 

3.6.2 Validity 

To measure what is supposed to be measured are called validity (Roberts et al., 2006). In 

qualitative research, there are some difficulties with the validity because the data that being 

used are based on personal perspectives and nothing gets measured (Roberts et al., 2006). 

Instead, qualitative research is more about investigate what is supposed to be investigated to 

be able to answer the research questions and aim for the study (Bryman & Bell, 2013). 
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All question asked during the interviews are connected from the theory presented in this study 

and has been operationalized for the theoretical concepts to be more general and to make them 

easier to understand. This affects the validity in a negative way but it makes it easier for the 

respondents to answer the question, which increase the reliability of the study (Bryman & 

Bell, 2013). The questions were translated, which can affect the validity in a negative 

direction because it might not be able to find a correct translation that has the same meaning 

in Swedish as in English. Our aim with this study is to develop an understanding of how 

salespersons develop trust with their clients. The people that are participating in this study are 

randomly selected in the workplace, but with the use of the control variables. This in order to 

know that the persons being interviewed have the right competence to answer the given 

questions accurately, we believe that creates validity for the study.  
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4. Empirical Findings 

Here are the results from the interviews presented. By using the chosen analyzing method a 

table is representing the answers are given by the respondents and local and global patterns 

are found. This part will be the basis for the analysis of the study. 

4.1 Findings in table 

The following section will show the empirical findings from the interviews. A Table is 

presented to identify local and global patterns that were found throughout the analyzing of the 

data (Table 2 – 7 and Appendix 3). Moreover in this table the respondents are marked at the 

top of the table, and one column describes each respondent's answers. Respondent A meaning 

that the respondent is working on workplace A, for example Respondent 1A. Respondents B 

meaning from workplace B, etc. 

 

Further, each question is stated and numbered to the left and beside the question in each row 

there is a keyword representing the answers given. A yellow mark in a cell meaning that the 

respondent in this column has answered something that matches the keywords in that row. 

The read circles that are marked with “L1-L10” show the local patterns, meaning that they 

stand out from the total pattern in the table. These are therefore described to show specific 

outstanding points of the empirical findings. The local patterns will be described under each 

theoretical concept that the questions aimed to answer, this is showed in the operationalization 

(table 3.6). The blue circles represent global patterns, meaning these marked respondents have 

answered rather similar and have created a pattern together. These are marked as “G1-G3” 

and described later on. 

 

4.2 Meanings of trust – Question 1-3 Local Patterns 

Nine of the twelve respondents mean that trust is very important. The majority of respondents 

furthermore mean that trust is to rely on each other and that it is created in two-ways from 

both parties (L1, table 2). Moreover about half of the respondents believe that trust is when 

the customer relay on the actions the seller makes without any further explanations and the 

other half that trust is about being honest. One respondent describing this as  “trust is when a 
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customer can rely on me to a degree that he or she let me take decisions for them because 

they know I will deliver they desired result” (R1). 

 

More than half of the respondents believe that trust is a basis to have long-term relationships 

and some also think that it contributes to more sales.  One respondent also means that if trust 

is broken, it can harm the relationship and thereby the business. To build trust the majority of 

the respondents think that it is important to listen to the customer and show interest for them 

(L2, table 2). Other less common points from the respondents was to be honest, stand for what 

they sell, have a social connection, that it takes time to build trust and that it is important to 

have a positive exchange for both parties. 

 

Table 2. Question 1-3 

Source: Own construction 

 

Questions Key words
Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

1A 2A 3A 8B 9B 10B 6B 7B 5B 4B 11C 12C
Trust each 
other
Customer 
follows my 
ideas 
whitout 
further 
explanation
Honesty
basis for 
long-term 
relationship
s
lead to more 
sales
Very 
important
broken trust 
harms the 
business
Honest
stand for 
what I sell
social 
connection
There is a 
positive 
exchange 
between the 
parties
listen and 
show 
interest for 
customer
takes time 
to build
Give 
Chanses

1. What is 
trust for 

you?

2. Do you 
think trust is 
important?

3. What do 
you think is 
important 

when 
building 

trust?

L1#

L2#

G1# G2# G3#
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4.3 Expertise – Question 4-6 Local Patterns 

75 % of the respondents try in some way to show their clients that they have competence. 

There is equal among the answers of how to show it, for example they show that they know 

the customer needs, are well informed regarding the situation of the client´s company and by 

telling “I don’t know” and then come back with an answer. Two respondents moreover show 

statistics or facts to prove their competence. A slightly larger part of the respondents also 

prepare for their meetings. (L3, Table 3) shows that a larger group of the respondents just 

adapt to the situation depending on the customer and that nearly no preparations take place if 

the relationship already is long-term and trustworthy, while they prepare a lot more about the 

customer´s situation if the relationship is rather new. “It varies a lot depending on the 

customer. A new client requires more preparation, then I have much more facts and statistics 

like the customer´s turnover and specific needs to be prepared.” (R6). 

 

During business meetings, the majority of the respondents do not follow, or only to some 

extent follows a strategy. If they are using a strategy, most of them have an own model and 

some of them use an organizational one. The organizational is moreover only applied if there 

is a new or a bigger company to do business with. 

 
Table 3. Question 4-6 

 

not 
conscious
show that I 
know what 
the 
customer 
want
Well-
informed 
about 
customer 
situation
By telling "I 
don’t know" 
and 
comebacke 
with 
answers
Show fact 
through 
statistics 

4. Do you 
try to show 
your 
customers 
that you 
have good 
competence 
within your 
area?
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Source: Own construction 

 

4.4 Cooperation – Question 7-9 Local Patterns 

To have a good cooperation with the client, the most common answer is to connect on a social 

level as well and not only to have a business. Some respondents also mean that it is important 

for the cooperation to show results, have a two-way communication and listen and care about 

the customer. Furthermore few respondents believe they should have shared values with the 

customer, have expertise about the services provided and to be honest. (L4, Table 4) shows 

that three respondents recurring to the importance of having a social connection with the 

customer, communicating in a good way and that the seller should show that he or she cares 

about the customer in order to create a good cooperation. 

 

Furthermore, the majority of the respondents try to have a good communication and show that 

they care about the customer. Some also think it is important to be professional, visit the 

customer and also adapt to the customer. When it comes to interact if the seller thinks a client 

is wrong, most of the respondents would tell the customer straight because they think it is 

necessary for having a long-term relationship but in the same way are more careful with the 

interaction of some customers (L5, Table 4) For example one respondent said “Generally I 

tell all my customers straight but in a good way that I think they could do something in a 

better way. I believe they do trust me even more afterward” (R3). 

 

Adapt to the 
customer

Well-
informed 
about 
customer 
situation
when trust 
already 
exist - no 
preperation
knowledge 
about all 
our services

predict 
questions 
and answers 
for them

Own
organization
al with 
new/bigger 
customer
adapt to the 
situation
to some 
extent 

6. Do you 
follow any 
specific 
strategy for 
you 
business 
meetings? -
Own or 
Organizatio

5. How do 
you prepare 
yourself 
before a 
meeting 
with a 
customer?

L3#
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Some of these that do tell their customers if they are wrong would show facts in order to 

prove their points. Others just talk to convince them. Further, only two of the respondents 

would not try to convince the customer in the first time but rather just let the deal go on. For 

many it also depends on the customer how fast they interact. 

 

Table 4. Question 7-9 

 

Source: Own construction 

 

Show 
results
connect on 
a social 
levle
two way 
communicat
ion
Shared 
Values
Expertise 
about the 
services
Honesty
listening to 
customer 
and show 
intrest

professional

good 
communicat
ion with the 
customer

visit the 
customer
Show that I 
care about 
the 
customer
Adapt my 
behavior to 
the 
customer
long-term 
relation - 
tell them 
straight
More 
careful with 
some 
customers
customer 
appreciate 
the 
interaction
rarley try to 
convince
Shows whit 
facts that I 
am right
let the 
business go 
on and do 
not interact
depends on 
the 
customer

7. What do 
you think 
contributes 
to a good 
cooperation
?

8. How do 
you act in 
order to 
have a good 
cooperation 
with your 
customers?

9. How do 
you interact 
if you 
believe that 
a client is 
wrong?

L4#

L5#

L6#
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4.5 Communication – Question 10-12 Local Patterns 

It was a lot depending on the customer how often the respondents take contact with their 

clients. However, the majority of the respondents are in contact with their clients at least 

weekly or monthly (L6, Table 5). The information being told when contacting the client is 

among the majority of the respondents’ only relevant information but sometimes also just a 

chat. (L7, Table 5) shows that many respondents provide this mentioned kind of information 

and that it is preferable to have a social connection to the client as well as the business 

relationship. 

 

Half of the respondents further mean that when connecting on a social level with a customer, 

it can lead to more sales in the long-term. “It is a key to do better business and to trust each 

other. For example if there would be any other product from another vendor that is better, the 

deal can still be saved by a relationship that is good even on the social level” (R4). Five of 

the twelve respondents also mean that this social connection makes it harder for clients to 

leave them despite the fact the service might be available somewhere else. Moreover, two 

respondents claim that some clients not are interested in such social connection and just want 

to do business. 

 

Table 5. Question 10-12 

 Source: Own construction 
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4.6 Functional Conflict – Question 13-15 Local Patterns 

There are only two respondents that think conflicts often lead to an end of the relationship. 

Moreover about half of the respondents instead tries to understand why the customer is 

dissatisfied and solve it but then sometimes if the discussion goes far they let the customer 

decide even if the seller thinks it wrong, to not lose the deal (L8, Table 6). The other half of 

the respondents try to come up with solutions that gains both parties but usually adapt to the 

customers ideas without a discussion (L9, Table 6). 

 

The majority thinks that a solved conflict can lead to a higher degree of trust afterward. Some 

believe that you can learn more about each other from a conflict and that it also can lead to a 

more positive feeling among them. Two respondents further mean it proves honestly. Five 

respondents had examples to share about a conflict and four of them believed that after it was 

solved it had led to a stronger relationship, example “We got a better contact after the conflict 

was resolved, the customer has become dependent on me and my services now” (R7). 

 
Table 6. Question 13-15 
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Source: Own construction 

 

4.7 Trust in the future – Question 16 

In order to build trust in the future, many of the respondents believe that the quality of the 

relationship will be more important to consider than the actual business/sales and that it will 

be crucial to show that you care about your client (L10, Table 7) Other aspects that some 

mean to be important are to show the customer result, have social activities with the client, be 

honest and have knowledge about all of the sellers own services or products. ”It will be 

important to be honest with the customer and not lurk customer things that it does not need 

just because I'll make more money. The customer must be able to get value for the investment 

in order to build trust for the long-term” (R9). 

 

Table 7. Question 16 

Source: Own construction 

 

4.8 Global Patterns 
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blue circles. Blue circle G1 from now on refers to group 1, blue circle G2 to group 2 and blue 

circle G3 to group 3. Respondent 5 did not fit in any circle and is evaluated after no group. 

These heading aim to create a basis for the analysis to see if there are any specific aspects or 

questions that divide these groups. 

 

Group 1 

Consists of respondent 1,2,3,8 & 9 and think that trust is important to have when building 

long-term relationships and also tell a client if they are wrong in order to provide for such 

long-term relationships. They share information rather often and prefer to have a social bond 

with the client as well. They will go far before losing a deal but stick to the customers idea if 

necessary. 

 

These tables are presented to give an overview about the participating respondents at the 

company. The groups are found from the patterns in the empirical findings and aim to show 

similarities or dissimilarities between the sellers at DT and if any specific aspect may affect 

the results. 

 

Table 8. Average Information Group 1 

Gender Age Time on Workplace Workplace 

Male 30 5 A 

Male 42 2 A 

Male 31 3 A 

Female 24 2 B 

Female 59 30 B 

Average  37 Years 9 Years  

Source: Own construction 

 

Group 2 

Respondent 6,7 & 10 think trust is crucial and try to be well informed about the client’s 

situation and own services in order to build trust and show competence. They are talking to 
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their customers rather often but not as frequent as group 1. They think that a social connection 

with the customer can lead to more sales and tries to find solutions for problems but can also 

just go with what the customer says. 

 

Table 9. Average Information Group 2 

Gender Age Time on Workplace Workplace 

Male 44 3 B 

Male 33 2 B 

Male 34 3 B 

Average  37 Years 3 Years  

Source: Own construction 

 

Group 3 

Consists of respondent 4, 11 & 12 and believe trust is necessary for long-term relationships 

and it essential to listen and show interest for the customer to build trust. Further, they think it 

is important to be aware of what the customer need and also show it to them. Moreover, it is 

important to connect on a social level, have a two-way communication and listen and care 

about the client. To prove a client is wrong, they use facts and statistics. If they disagree with 

a customer, they try to understand why the customer is unsatisfied and come up with a 

solution. 

 

Table 10. Average Information Group 3 

Gender Age Time on Workplace Workplace 

Male 21 1 A 

Male  23 2 C 

Female 23 2 C 

Average  22 Years 2 Years  

Source: Own construction 
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Respondent 5 

Thinks it is very important to have expertise about own services and don’t start a discussion 

too often. Can rather easy let a deal go if a conflict appears. Have less contact with clients 

than the other groups and don’t try to connect on a social level. 

 

Table 11. Average Information Respondent 5 

Gender Age Time on Workplace Workplace 

Male 50 Years 20 Years B 

Source: Own construction 
 

4.9 Summary of empirical findings 

The most common answers tell that trust is to rely on each other but can also be when the 

client fully trusts the seller. Trust is the basis for long-term relationships, and it is important to 

listen and show interest for the customer in order to build trust. One other major point is to 

always be well informed about the customer’s situation and be adaptable depending on the 

client. Many respondents believe that a connection on the social level is advantageous and 

important when establishing a long-term relationship. Furthermore, they have weekly or 

monthly contact with their clients and mostly provide necessary information mixed with some 

regular relationship building chats, like common interests in sport for example. 

 

The majority of the sellers don’t give up a deal easily if there is a disagreement between them 

and the client, most common solution is to try understanding the customer and solve it in a 

way that gain both parties. If it doesn’t work out most of the sellers would go with the 

customers’ idea to get the deal done. In the future, the most common answer was that the 

relationship will be more important than the actual business and that it will be even more 

crucial to show that you as a seller care about the customer. The answers can be divided into 

groups as showed in the local patterns. However, there are bigger differences on some 

questions whereas it is similarities in other questions. There is one group that sticks out from 

the rest. That is Group 3, and they have in common to be young and rather new in the sales 

sector. The group, for example, thinks that conflicts not are functional and usually prove their 

points by showing facts. Further, Respondent 5 did not fit under any patterns, this is a male 

who is older than many of the others and has worked with the company for a long time.  
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5. Analysis 

Out of the empirical findings, combined with the theoretical framework this heading will 

conduct an analysis. The analysis will confirm or dismiss some theories and add new 

concepts. It will further be the basis for the conclusion of the study. 

5.1 Meanings of trust 

Most of the respondents mean that trust is when the seller and the client trust each other and 

Morgan and Hunt (1994) further also claim that trust only can be achieved if both parties are 

willing to build on it. However there are theories defining trust as achievable even if only one 

party is relying on another party to fulfill what has been promised (Anderson & Narus; 1990; 

Mayer et al., 1995; Jøsang and Presti, 2004). Meaning that trust doesn’t necessarily have to be 

two ways. The respondents in this study tell the opposite, but in the same time mean that trust 

can be that the client rely on the seller to make decisions without the client interfering. It is 

especially group 1 referring to trust as possible to be one way. They do have longer 

experience from the workplace and might have learned more about how trust can be 

developed than the others and, therefore, has this other explanation. Hart & Johnson (1999) 

mean trust takes time to build, many years. Therefore, the sellers also should learn more about 

trust as they get more experience from it. 

 

The majority of respondents believe trust is very important, but only three of them think that it 

leads to more sales. Anderson & Narus (1990) and Piercy et al. (1998) mean that trust leads to 

increased profit and more sales. However, the reality and interviews show that this is not an 

important aspect but rather that it is crucial to have a good long-term relationship with the 

client in order for the client to stay loyal to the seller. Many respondents called attention to the 

importance of being genuine interested about the customer. It is not all about the result for the 

interviewed sellers. Which also is strengthened in question 3 where the bigger part of the 

sellers has told that most important to build trust, is to listen to the seller. Wray et al. (1994) 

and Comer et al. (1999) further mean that customer orientation is critical especially in the 

sales sector when building trust.  Group 2, however, has not answered to listen to the client to 

be important, they instead think that the most important component is to be honest and that 

there is a positive exchange between both parties. Bolton et al., (2003) mean that within the 

sales sector, trust comes from superior service from the seller and that makes the client 
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satisfied. Hence according to some respondents it is important that both parties gain 

something from the cooperation.  

 

5.2 Expertise 

Most of the respondents tries to prove expertise for the client and according to theories it is 

important to show expertise for the client, it leads to increased trust and influence the clients 

decisions (Johnson & Graysin, 2005; Bejou et al., 1998).  Those respondents who did not try 

to show their expertise are part of Group 1 and Group 2. Therefore, it is hard to find a 

connection between them. However, the answers tell it is important to show expertise for your 

client and they do it by having knowledge about the customer, being honest and some of them 

also adapt to the customer. Bejou et al. (1998) argue that a seller need to have good 

knowledge about the client to help them in the right way and thereby build trust. Why the 

sellers at DT acting in line with the theory of  (Bejou et al., 1998; Johnson & Graysin, 2005) 

 

Another way to show expertise is to apply a sales system (Ko & Dennis, 2004). Ten out of 

twelve respondents do use a strategy/system when meeting with a client and believe it is a 

safety to lean on. The sellers mainly use a strategy when meeting with new customers and 

larger customers. The two respondents who do not believe in a strategy instead adapt to the 

situation. Meaning that they are less prepared and might make easier mistakes than the others. 

These two respondents are both in Group 2 and working at the same workplace, so the 

guidelines from the sales manager might not be too clear. A sales strategy is preferable (Ko & 

Dennis, 2004) and it is further good to have a connection between the sellers and organization 

all spreading knowledge as a unit (Abrams et al., 2003). Piercy et al., 1998 claim it is crucial 

that sellers act in the objectives of the organization. A common organization strategy could 

provide this, but it showed that only four of the respondents actually apply the organizational 

model that the company actually provides the seller with. If more sellers used that one, the 

sellers would act more similar and send signals of their organization central objectives instead 

of their own to the market.  
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5.3 Cooperation 

According to the majority of the respondents, the most crucial factors to have a good 

cooperation are to listen to the client, care about the client and that seller and client has a good 

two-way communication. Roman & Ruiz (2005) claim that a good cooperation can appear 

when the seller know what the customer wants and adapt depending on the needs. 

Furthermore Thomas et al. (2009) mean that the parties should have shared values. Only two 

respondents mention shared values to be essential for the collaboration and that it is important 

to show results. Therefore, the majority of the answers consider the personal connection as the 

most important factor to collaborate. Piercy et al. (1998) mean that the social behavior of the 

seller indeed affect trust and Oliwer & Swan (1989) mean that if a client feels fair treated and 

satisfied trust increase. 

 

When being honest with a client trust develops (Beatty et al., 1996). Eleven of the twelve 

respondents would be honest with the customer and tell them if they did something wrong. 

Some of them would be more careful with certain clients, and some are also a bit more 

uncomfortable and then show facts for the client why he or she is wrong. It is, therefore, 

important for the respondents to be honest with their clients as most of them already are. For 

example, R3 says, “Generally I tell it to all my customers, I believe they trust me even more 

afterwards in the long run”. It is very important to be honest. 

 

5.4 Communication 

Thomas et al. (2009) argue that trust increase if the seller provides the client with qualitative 

information and that constantly. Nearly every seller from the interview has contact with his or 

her clients weekly or monthly, which refers to constantly. The sellers think, by providing 

information and sometimes just chatting, relationships get stronger and by time trust increase. 

Olkkonen et al. (2000) and Cropanzano & Mitchell (2005) further claim the social exchange 

to be important and contribute to trust development between the parties. Every seller who 

participated in this study think that the social connection can contribute to trust and the 

theories can therefore be confirmed (Olkkonen et al., 2000; Cropanzano & Mitchell, 2005). 

The respondents in the same time mean that the social connection is useful but not necessary. 

Group 2 along with three others also think it leads to more sales in the long term. Also five 
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respondents believe it keeps the customer longer in the relationship even if there are other 

similar services on the market just as Rauyruen & Mille (2007) mean that trust can lead to this 

phenomena, that the client stick to the seller. Therefore, the social component seems 

important in several aspects. Further also that there is a good communication, which the 

respondents want to keep in balance and talk to the customer not too much to interrupt but 

still so often that the social connection is maintained. In the commitment-trust theory Morgan 

& Hunt (1994) argue communication to be the glue in trust development. This is indeed 

important for the respondents as well and mostly through a social connection with the client 

and repeated contact. 

 

5.5 Functional Conflict 

The bigger part of the respondents believes a solved conflict can lead to more trust in the 

future and a better cooperation. Morgan & Hunt (1994) and Chen (2006) mean that functional 

conflicts are contributing to a better understanding of the other party after being solved. Five 

of the respondents tell functional conflicts lead to that, so the theory is proved in some 

concern. However there is no conviction from the respondents that they think conflicts mostly 

are good, they instead talk about how to prevent them to happen. Half of the respondents say 

they don't have any experience from a conflict that had led to a better relationship but for 

instance nor worse either. Group 3 believe least that conflict contributes to deeper trust. They 

are young, have less experience and two of them work in a smaller third workplace C. 

Morgan & Hunt (1994) mean that in order for a conflict to have a positive outcome trust must 

already exist between the parties. Maybe two years in the workplace is to short time for the 

respondents in Group 3 to establish trust with their clients and that is why they don’t believe 

in functional conflicts as a trust builder. This theoretical concept, therefore, is not present in 

the general sellers environment and can be dismissed. 

 

5.6 Proposed new model 

This analysis has lead to new findings, which will be stated in the conclusion part. But to 

summarize what has been discussed in this analysis a new model has been created to better fit 

the reality. Social behavior and communication are showed to contribute to a good 

cooperation. Further on cooperation and expertise affect trust directly but also dependent on 
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honesty between seller and buyer. Moreover, functional conflict has been removed from the 

earlier model in the theoretical framework. 

 

Cooperation between parties is dependent on good communication and social behavior, 

according to the respondents. There are various definitions of what contributes to a good 

communication discussed in 5.4. Further social behavior is a new component that only was 

proposed to affect trust, see figure 4. Social behavior is according to this study affecting trust 

and that by influencing the cooperation of the parties. Cooperation in its turn and expertise are 

according to the theoretical framework and also empirical findings affecting trust. However 

the theoretical framework describes functional conflict as a contributing component to trust, 

the empirical findings do not. The empirical findings show that conflicts only are functional if 

trust already exists between the parties and, therefore, this component is removed from the 

new model since it is dependent on the degree of existing trust. The other aspects do not have 

such dependencies. Lastly none of expertise, cooperation or functional conflicts is 

contributors to trust if they have not been performed with honesty. Honesty is, therefore, the 

last component of this model, since trust is impossible to build without honesty according to 

the empirical findings. 

 

Figure 5. Factors from Reality 

 

Source: Own construction 
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This model is the result of this study. It shows which factors that affect trust and how they do 

it. Functional conflict has a read cross since it is proved to not be applicable. This because 

conflicts were not functional for one of the groups in the study to achieve trust and therefore 

functional conflict do not affect trust in the model.  

 

Moreover, the study proves social behavior to affect trust but not directly. Instead social 

behavior and communication affect cooperation. Further cooperation and also expertise 

directly affect trust. However, honesty is a complete new factor that has been shown 

throughout this study to be the central objective of trust development between seller and 

buyer. Honesty is according to the results of this study the key that never can be lost if trust is 

going to be developed. Everything the sellers do most be honest. Trust cannot exist if not 

everything a seller do or say to a buyer is mediated with honesty. Therefore this factor is 

placed right before trust, since not any of the other factors can build trust if they are not 

honesty mediated. According to this study, any factor that might be showed to do affect trust 

between a buyer and seller will not be a useful factor to build trust if it is not honestly 

performed. 
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6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the research questions are answered. Further implications of the study are 

discussed and also a critical reflection on the study. Finally, we present suggestions for 

further research. 

6.1 Trust between buyer and seller  

The purpose of this study is to create an understanding of how trust is built in B2B 

relationships, with a focus on the sales sector. To do this, there has been an examination of 

which factors that affect trust between buyers and sellers and to find out how sellers are acting 

to increase trust between these parties. This study suggests that trust must come from both 

parties in order to establish a long-term relationship with the other party. Trust takes time to 

build and require that the parties give each other a chance to show that they want to work and 

create a good job together. 

 

The results of this study show that trust leads to a better relationship between the parties, but 

it is not sure that a good relationship equals a good result for the company in the short term. 

However, it is more difficult for customers to switch to another provider if the parties' 

relationship has achieved trust, which benefits the parties in the long-term. When trust is 

strong among the parties and both know that what has been said will be fulfilled, there is no 

need to get involved as much as if there would be a new partner. 

 

6.2 Research Question 1, How do sellers act/behave in order to create trust with their 

business customers? 

This study points out the importance for a salesperson to be flexible and adapt to customer 

needs, this aspect is crucial for building trust and relationships. Every client is different and 

has different needs that must be met, and the sellers who may not be too intrusive must accept 

these differences. Being honest and stand for what has been said and to point out if something 

is wrong can lead to increased trust and better cooperation between the parties. Dare to tell 

when something is wrong show that the seller cares about the customer's best interests, rather 

than thinking about selling more products. This leads to a deeper relationship in the long run 

and is beneficial for both parties because it provides trust. 
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Knowledge about the customer leads to increased trust, which is proved in the results. It is 

important to demonstrate knowledge to the partner, the customer feels safer when knowing 

that the seller possesses the necessary knowledge. According to this study the most important 

thing is to create a functioning relationship with the other partner, even more important than 

selling a lot of products and increase profits for the company. This study also points out the 

importance of the seller being honest. A salesperson should be able to stand for what is being 

said and if they do not know the answer to a question, they find out the answers afterwards 

and come back to the customer in order to show that they care about the relationships. 

 

Using a clear strategy is preferable when meeting customers, it is a safety for the salesperson 

to lean on when presenting its product. The study shows various results of how sellers prepare 

for a meeting but every seller adapts to the customer. However, when meeting new customers 

there is a need for more preparation and it is preferable to use a complete strategy. Meetings 

with established customer have a more spontaneous interaction. The study shows that most 

sellers use a self-constructed strategy, although there is a developed strategy within the 

organization to make use of. It further shows that strategies are frequently used but not strictly 

followed. 

 

6.3 Research question 2. Which factors affect trust between a buyer and seller? 

There are several factors that affect trust, but according to this study, it is particularly honesty 

that is important and influences all factors that are affecting trust. The factors affecting trust 

according to this study are expertise, honesty, and cooperation. Cooperation in its turn is 

further influenced by communication and the social contact between the parties (this is shown 

in model 5.1). 

 

The social contact with the customer is important for a cooperation to work, but it is not a 

critical factor. It is possible to do good business without, but it is an advantage if the social 

contact is good, especially when building long term relationships. Communication refers to 

presenting material such as new products, coming campaigns etc. but also to listen to the 

customer's terms and then try to understand them. By listening and genuinely care about the 
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customer the sellers can establish an effective two-way communication with the customer. 

The communication is also dependent of the parties having contact, sharing both necessary 

information but also more of a friendship conversation and this according to this study at least 

monthly or weekly with each customer. Exceptions are if the customer has declined such 

communication. 

 

Functional Conflict is only applicable when there already is trust between parties, and 

therefore it is not favorable for new salespeople on the workplace or market. They have not 

yet had time to build trust with customers, because trust takes time to build up. Although 

functional conflict can contribute to a deeper understanding of customer needs, which makes 

it easier for the salesperson to meet these demands in the future and that increasing trust 

between the parties in the long run. 

 

6.4 Implications of the study 

Our study has contributed with managerial, social and theoretical implication. The study has 

created an understanding for how sellers act to establish trust between two parties and also 

what factors affect trust. The managerial implication refers to what aspects can be useful 

when developing selling strategies for organization and what use of this study managers can 

have. The social implication is to create an understanding of why sellers act in the way they 

do and what consequences there can be from that for the society. This study is based on 

earlier theoretical frameworks within trust development, mostly from Morgan & Hunt’s 

(1994) commitment-trust theory. From this framework, a model were created to answer the 

study’s purpose, this model has been refined throughout this study and can be considered as 

the contribution of the theoretical implications (Showed in figure 5). 

 

6.4.1 Managerial implications 

There are more and more companies doing business with other firms in order to create a 

competitive edge, like in this study where one company is selling advertisement for other 

enterprise in order to create a broader spread on their marketing. This study can be applied to 

the majority of business environment where trust is needed, but particularly in the sales 
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sector. This is because the results found in this study give a picture of what is important to 

have in mind for sellers working in the field. To understand what aspects affecting trust 

among parties is crucial for a salesperson to be aware of how trust is developed and 

maintained.   

 

This study will benefit both B2B-sellers as well as sellers who work directly towards end 

customers such as real estate brokers or car dealers. In the study the importance of 

communicating and listening to the other party and understand their demands and wishes has 

been pointed out. By doing so, there is a greater possibility to accept the customers’ demands 

in order to create loyal customers willing to come back. When there is trust between two 

parties it makes it harder for the buyer to go to another supplier for purchases. The results 

from this study, show that when trust exists among established partners, there is a safety that 

both parties rely on each other, and will not go to another company to buy a similar product 

because that would jeopardize the relationship and decrease trust. The relationship and the 

social connection among the parties are as important as the product itself.  

 

This study points out the importance of develop trust and to establish long-term relationships 

with clients. Because there have been implications in the theory of trust development this 

study can contribute to updated information that can be vital for organizations to adopt. These 

aspects can be the foundation for managers to build their selling strategies on in order to 

create an organizational strategy that the salespersons in the company will use. Hence in a 

personal way depending on the salesperson. 

 

6.4.2 Social implications 

This study’s contribution to the society is to develop an understanding of how and why sellers 

act in a certain way they are to create trust. According to this study, salespeople want to be 

honest and help customers to make the best decisions to gain their customers trust. Therefore, 

this study would help the sales sector to create a good reputation, because it shows that sellers 

want to be honest and perform the best for their customers.  
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By knowing this, there is a greater possibility for a consumer to rely on what a salesperson 

says, does and also to dare to give responsibility to the salesperson to act without the 

customer’s interaction because they rely on the seller. This is because the buyer knows that 

the seller will act to do the best for the customer to meet the required demands and to make 

them satisfied. Also, the salesperson knows that if the customer is not satisfied with the 

performance there is a possibility that there won’t be another purchase.  

 

6.4.3 Theoretical implications 

Trust is a well-researched topic with many definitions, some stated in this study. For example, 

it shows that honesty is crucial and absolutely necessary when building trust between buyer 

and seller. The results indicate that all factors that affect trust in any way is dependent on the 

factors and way of acting being honestly mediated. This study contributes to science by 

showing honesty as such a crucial factor that is not a highlighted factor in other theories. 

Moreover, the theoretical basis for this study of Morgan & Hunt (1994) can partly be 

confirmed and partly dismissed. Confirmed through this study shows communication and 

cooperation to develop trust and dismissed since the theory doesn’t claim expertise or honesty 

as factors affecting trust.  

 

Further this study can show an interesting aspect that seems to affect how and if trust can be 

developed. This factor is the age and years of experience. The result of this study implies that 

trust is developed by different factors depending on the length of the buyer-seller relationship. 

Functional conflict states the example by being removed as a component affecting trust 

because it is not a useful component for sellers that have no already developed trust with the 

customer. Therefore, this study suggests that the length of the relationship, which is directly 

affected by age and years of experience, is a factor that can contribute to ongoing discussions 

in science of trust. It should be taken into account and maybe results would differ when 

investigating trust regarding the fact of how old the respondents participating are. Would 

earlier foundlings be different if this aspect had been taken into account?  

 

Moreover, this study can show the importance of trust in the sales sector. As far we know 

there are not theories today describing how trust is developed among sellers. This study 
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proves the importance of trust in the sales sector and that the area of science should preferably 

get developed since the knowledge indeed is wanted among sellers. It is an important area of 

science and future research has to be done. 

 

6.5 Reflection on the study 

This study is conducted with a qualitative approach. Which is considered as the most 

applicable for carrying out such a study, because it would be difficult to measure how sellers 

are acting, which would be the case if the study would be of a quantitative approach. The data 

collection is done by semi-structured interviews. The questions are conducted from theory, 

and the respondents are quite free to answer. This is the appropriate approach for conducting 

this study, with closed end questions it would not give the clear picture needed to answer the 

aim or the research questions of the study. However, it is hard to prove exactly how the 

interviews went through, and a better understanding of the situation would have appeared 

from a more structured or quantitative approach.  

 

The focus of the study is directed towards a specific sales group that is selling ads. There has 

been made twelve interviews in three different workplaces. Although this study can be useful 

for the majority of sales industries, the results cannot be generalized across the entire sales 

sector because it would be possible for misleading aspects. Therefore, a larger study with a 

larger sample of respondents in more sales areas would be needed. However, the study is a 

good basis for developing a selling strategy for the sales representatives working in DT for 

meeting clients. 

 

As mentioned, the study has the basis from Morgan & Hunt's (1994) commitment trust theory, 

this means that the study has become steer in one direction by using their proven concepts of 

trust building. If another trust theory had been chosen as the base for this study, there is a 

possibility that the result would have been different. There have been some adjustments from 

Morgan & Hunts (1994) theory when designing a new model of trust development, which are 

based on the results of this study and contribute to trust development in the sales sector. 
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There has been a focus on the seller’s perspective, and there is only gathered information 

about how they work to create trust between them and another party. Investigate the buyers 

perspective it would give a broader picture of trust development in business to business. 

Therefore, this study only presents a narrowed picture. Because of the time limitations there 

was not possible to investigate both parties of the collaboration.  

 

The empirical part of this study is made out of found patterns. It is up to the person who is 

encoding to interpret the responses to find the right keywords for every answer. Even if other 

researchers conduct the same study with the same environment and respondents, there is a 

possibility that their results would differ from the results of this study. This harms the 

reliability of the study because it will be almost impossible to implement this study with the 

same results again because another person can and probably would interpret the answers in a 

different way. 

 

The conclusion in this study answers the research questions as well as the aim of the study by 

developing an understanding of how sellers act and what factors are affecting trust 

development. The concluding remark contributes to updated theory, which can be useful in 

several areas such as managerial, social and theoretical. 

 

6.6 Future research 

When conducting this study, there has arisen new issues that would be interesting to study 

within trust development and sales sector. There has been limited resources for this study, 

which has resulted in that only one side of collaboration has been investigated. Therefore, it 

would be interesting to study the perspective of the customers that buy from these sellers to 

get an overview of the entire sales process and what they believe helps to build trust. This 

would capture a different perspective on the phenomenon of trust, which would form a fair 

and broad picture of the cooperation in the sales sector.  

 

Another aspect that would be interesting to study is the connection of how good a seller acts 

and to what extent trust exists between the collaborations. The question will be if trust has 
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something to say when it comes to selection of a salesperson to cooperate with. If the buyer 

trusts and relies more on a seller who is recognized skilled and sells much, or if it does not 

matter how much the salesperson sells but rather how the personality is and how good the 

salesperson connects with the other party in the social sphere. Moreover according to this 

study, honesty is vital for trust development between two parties that are cooperating. A 

suggestion is to further examine the effect especially honesty has on trust development.  
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Appendix 1  

Interview Guide 

1. Introduction  

Our names are Melinda & Victor and studying the MBA-programme at Gävle University in 

the field of business administration. We are now conducting our thesis about trust 

development between seller and buyer in sales organizations. These questions aim to create an 

understanding for how you work and act in order to build trust between you and your client, 

what is important to have in mind for example. We would like you to answer freely and out of 

your own experiences. 

If you don’t understand a question, do not hesitate to ask for further description. Further more 

if you don’t want to answer some questions, you are free to say no. You will be anonymous in 

our study and only noted by gender, age and years of experience. The information will only 

be used in this study. 

If you allow we would like to record this interview in order for us to be able to go back later 

on again and listen. Do you have any questions before we start? 

2. Introductory Questions 

1.     Gender? 

2.     Age? 

3.     Do you work as a seller and having contact with buyers? – For how long? 

4.     How long have you worked on your current workplace? 

5.     Do you work full time? 

3. Questions 

What is trust for you? 

Do you think trust is important? 

What do you think is important when building trust? 

 Expertise: 

Do you try to show your customers that you have good competence within your area? 

- How? 
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How do you prepare yourself before a meeting with a customer? 

 Do you follow any specific strategy for you business meetings? 

-Own or Organizational? 

Cooperation: 

What do you think contributes to a good cooperation? 

How do you act in order to have a good cooperation with your customers? 

How do you interact if you believe that a client is wrong? 

Communication: 

How often do you take contact with your customers?  

What type of information do you provide for your customers? 

How do you think that the social connection between you and your client affect the business? 

Functional Conflict: 

How do you act if you and a client disagree?   

Do you think that conflicts can contribute to a better cooperation in the long-term? 

Have you had any conflict that lead to a better result than you first expected? 

   

4. Concluding questions  

13. What do you think will be important in order to build trust in the future? 

·   Is there something you would like to add or change? 

·   Is it fine by you if we contact you again if we arise any questions regarding the 

interview? 

 

Thank you for your participation, we really appreciate that you took your time to help us out 

with our study! 

If you would like to you are free to take part of our results later on when the study is finished. 
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Appendix 2   

Key sentences empirical findings 

 

 

Questions Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent Respondent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
1.4What4is4
trust4for4
you?

trust4is4that4
the4
customer4
rely4on4me4
that4I4will4
do4whats4
promised

that4you4
can4rely4on4
the4other4
party

that4the4
customer4
trust4me4
and4that4I4
can4deliver4
what4the4
customer4
wants

When4you4
trust4what4
the4other4
party4say,4
honesty.

trust4each4
other.4to4
create4
relationship
s4with4their4
customers,4
must4be4
able4to4
come4back4
to4the4
customer4
and4make4
the4
customer4
happy.

It4is4that4
you4can4say4
what4you4
mean

it4is4to4be4
able4to4trust4
each4other.4
to4do4what4
is4promised

it4is4that4the4
customer4
knows4what4
it4gets4from4
me4and4that4
I4know4what4
I4get4from4
the4
customer.

that4the4
customer4
can4trust4
me4and4that4
I4
recommend4
the4right4
things.

it4is4when4
my4clients4
trust4me,4
they4know4I4
put4the4
right4price,4
or4the4
customer4
gives4me4
free4rein4to4
produce4the4
best4
product

Honesty4
and4to4
stand4for4
what4I4say

That4you4
can4relay4on4
each4other,4
not4promise4
something4
that4you4
cant4stick4to

2.4Do4you4
think4trust4
is4
important?

yes,4
especially4
when4
building4
longKterm4
relationship
s

extremely4
important4if4
you're4
going4to4
have4a4long4
lasting4
relationship4
with4the4
customer

it4is4Very4
important

Incredibly4
important,4
difficult4to4
do4business4
if4it4is4not4
honest,4
especially4
for4longK
term

really4
important,4
must4have4
confidence4
in4being4
able4to4
build4
relationship
s4of4loyal4
customers,4
honesty

it4is4crucial!4
One4can4
have4a4
decent4
relationship4
anyway,4but4
when4one4
party4does4
not4fulfill4
what4is4said,4
business4
may4be4
broken

very4
important,4
to4build4
longKterm4
relationship
sit4is4
necessary4
with4trust

really4
important,4I4
have4the4
power4to4
influence4
the4
customers4
who4have4
confidence4
in4me.

absolutely,4
customers4
who4
changed4
jobsstill44
come4back4
to4me4
because4
they4rely4
and4know4
that4I4do4a4
good4job

yes,4you4get4
a4better4
relation4
with4the4
customer4
and4can4
work4in4a4
different4
way.4
Facilitates4
the4job.

Yes4it4is4
important,4
especially4
for4the4
customer4to4
be4able4to4
trust4me4
and4
knowing4
that4I4am4
doing4my4
best4to4
make4a4
good4deal4
for4the4
customer.

I4think4it4is4
crucial4if4I4
want4to4
keep4my4
customers4
for4a4longer4
period4of4
time.

3.4What4do4
you4think4is4
important4
when4
building4
trust?

everything,4
from4talking4
about4
personal4
things4tobe4
serous4
about4
business.4
Honesty

trustworthi
ness4and4
also4how4
you4are4as4a4
person

let4the4
customer4
talk4and4
show4
interest4in4
what4is4said,4
it4takes4
time4to4
build4trust.

to4give4each4
other4a4
chance,4
open4from4
the4
beginning

honesty,4
and4being4
able4to4
stand4up4for4
what4you4
offer4
(product,4
service)

honesty,4
the4
customer4
must4want4
to4have4
something4
that4I4have4
and4the4
customer4
something4
that4I4want.4
Must4be4an4
exchange

creating4a4
relationship4
by4being4
out4to4the4
customer4
and4make4
yourselves4
familiar4
with4them.4
A4little4
cautious4in4
recommend
ations4and4
not4just4sell4
sell

you4must4
know4that4
every4
customer4is4
different4
and4must4
be4flexible

responsive4
and4listen4
to4what4the4
customer4
wants

standing4up4
for4what4
you4say4and4
do4not4
promise4too4
much.4
Deliver4
what4is4
promised.4
Do4not4
exaggerate.

Confidence4
creates4a4
great4view4
of4the4seller4
which4could4
lead4to4
future4
recommend
ations.

4it4can4take4
time4to4gain4
trust4from4a4
customer.4
Listen4to4
the4
customers4
needs

4.4Do4you4
try4to4show4
your4
customers4
that4you4
have4good4
competenc
e4within4
your4area?

yes,4by4
being4well4
informed4
about4the4
customer4
and4its4
needs.4I4
show4only4
products4I4
believe4the4
customer4
will4be4
intrested4in

sometimes,4
it4depends4
on4the4
situation.4
With4new4
stuff4I4show4
more4
knowledge,4
but4in4
everyday4
work4I4do4
not4feel4
that4I4have4
to4show4
knowledge4
in4that4wat.

not4that4I4
think4of.4Of4
course4I4
have4good4
knowledge4
on4what4I4
sell.

Absolutely,4
it4is4a4key4in4
our4
industry.4By4
showing4
statistics4for4
the4
customer4
and4to4be4
wellK
informed4
about4the4
client's4
industry

yes4I4do.4I4
have4to4
know4what4I4
have4to4
offer4and4
answer4
most4
question,4
and4if4I4cant4
I4will4
comeback4
with4an4
answer4
afterwards.

yes4but4
never4more4
than4what4I4
have.4What4
I4say4I4stand4
for4and4
what4I4can4
not4find4out4
I4get4back4to4
customer.

absolutely,4
do4not4talk4
about4
things4I4do4
not4know4
about,4find4
out4info4and4
come4back4
at4questions4
that4can4not4
be4
answered4
on4the4spot

absolutely,4
must4be4
knowledgea
ble4about4
what4I4sell4
and4show4it4
to4the4
customer,4
and4
constantly4
updating4
yourself

yes4I4do,4if4I4
can4not4
answer4a4
question,4I4
find4out4the4
answer4and4
get4back4to4
the4
customer

yes,4but4not4
that4I4think4
of4it4comes4
naturally.4
you4notice4
that4the4
customer4
can4not4
keep4up4so4I4
have4to4get4
it4to4
understand4
in4any4other4
way.4If4i4can4
not4answer4
a4question4I4
will4get4
back4with4
answers4
when4I4
know4it.

Yes,4
knowledge4
is4important4
because4
you4want4to4
make4an4
impression4
on4the4
customer.4
Conveys4
knowledge4
and4displays4
statistics,4
etc.

yes,4i4try4to4
get4to4know4
what4the4
customer4
wants4and4
also4know4
as4much4as4
possible4
about4our4
services
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5.#How#do#
you#prepare#
yourself#
before#a#
meeting#
with#a#
customer?

depends#on#
the#purpose#
of#the#
business#
meeting.#
When#there#
is#a#new#
customer,#I#
gather#as#
much#
information#
about#the#
company#as#
I#can#and#
form#an#
opinion#
about#their#
intrests.#If#
there#
already#is#a#
relationship
,#I#do#not#
prepare#as#
much.

it#is#very#
different,#it#
depends#on#
what#the#
deal#is#
about#and#
who#the#
customer#is.#
When#we#
have#to#
present#our#
services#
there#
becomes#
more#
preparation#
or#receive#
new#orders.

Depends#on#
the#
customer.#
Customers#
who#trust#
me,#I#do#not#
prepare#
much,#new#
customers#
prepare#and#
read#a#lot#
more.

understand#
the#
customers#
business#
and#
understand#
the#
customers#
needs

im#well#
prepared#so#
I#know#what#
to#expect#
when#
meeting#the#
customer.#
(potential#
question)

different,#
depending#
on#the#
customer.#
new#client#
requires#
more#
preparation
,#have#much#
more#facts#
and#
statistics,#
customer#
turnover#
and#needs.#
must#be#
flexible#with#
all#the#
customers#
and#find#out#
information

with#new#
clients,#I#
have#to#be#
well#read#
on#the#
company#
and#get#
there#and#
listen#to#
them#and#
try#to#
understand#
what#they#
want#out#of#
a#
collaboratio
n.

Find#out#
what#the#
customer#
wants#and#
expects#
from#us.#
Think#
through#the#
issues#that#
may#arise#
during#the#
meeting

different#
depending#
on#the#
customer.#A#
customer#
that#I#had#
long#
contact#
with,#needs#
almost#no#
preparation#
of#myself.#
New#
customers#
you#have#to#
do#a#needs#
analysis#and#
know#what#
they#expec#
from#the#
collabration
.

with#a#new#
customer#I#
present#all#
products#in#
a#good#way,#
read#on#the#
company#to#
find#out#the#
turnover#
and#how#
many#
employees#
they#have.#
Established#
customers,#
have#a#plan#
on#what#to#
sell

Reads#on#
the#
customer's#
situation#
and#what#
has#sold#
previously

If#there#is#a#
nwe#
customer#i#
prepare#
more#
concerning#
the#
information#
about#their#
company.#I#
also#try#to#
think#of#
which#
questions#
they#may#
ask#to#be#
prepared#
for#

6.#Do#you#
follow#any#
specific#
strategy#for#
you#
business#
meetings?#M
Own#or#
Organizatio
nal?

I#use#a#
strategy#
when#
meeting#
new#
customers#
and#
sometimes#
when#
meeting#old#
ones#too#
but#then#I#
mustly#use#
my#own.

If#I#presents#
something#
new#I#
usually#use#
strategy#
more.#It#is#
different#if#
we#use#the#
organizatio
n's#strategy,#
but#I#often#
use#my#own#
strategy.

different,#
no#strategy#
with#loyal#
customers.#
new#
customers#I#
is#use#a#
strategy#
and#to#have#
an#agenda#
for#the#
meeting.#
But#mostly#
my#own

testing#
some#
different#
variations,#I#
show#
directly#that#
I#am#well#
informed#
about#my#
products#
and#the#
industry,#
without#the#
customer#
having#to#
tell#me#
about#what#
the#industry#
is#all#about.

depends#on#
whether#it#
is#the#first#
time#you#
meet#the#
customer.#
But#I#have#a#
goal#of#the#
meeting.#I#
create#a#
strategy#
according#
to#the#
customer#
needs.

No#there#is#
no#
particular#
strategy#
that#I#use#in#
meetings,#
you#have#to#
be#flexible#
and#feel#of#
the#
customer#
socially.#
usually#
there#is#an#
purpose#of#
every#
meeting#
and#we#
have#often#
proposual#
to#the#client#
already#
when#we#
get#there.

no,#I#get#a#
feeling#of#
how#the#
customer#
wants#and#
is#
spontaneou
s

No,#I#do#
not,#I'll#take#
it#after#
which#it#
goes.#For#
larger#
meetings,#
we#have#
more#
preparation#
and#then#
we#are#
often#
multiple#
sellers

different#
depending#
on#the#
customer.#
begins#with#
the#base#
questions#
and#looking#
their#needs#
target#
audience.#
My#own#
strategy.

for#larger#
meetings#I#
need#more#
facts#and#
history#of#
previous#
years.#It's#
my#own#
strategy#but#
we#have#a#
strategy#in#
the#
company#
but#mostly#I#
use#my#
own.#

I#do#my#own#
thing,#do#
not#have#
any#specific#
strategy

No#not#
really,#i#can#
think#just#in#
my#mind#
how#to#do#
depending#
on#the#
customer.

7.#What#do#
you#think#
contributes#
to#a#good#
cooperation
?

that#the#
customer#
feel#that#
they#get#
something#
from#the#
collaboratio
n,#that#
makes#it#
easier#to#
continue#to#
do#business.#
Also#to#
connect#on#
a#social#
level

that#the#
customer#
notices#that#
collaboratio
n#works#and#
that#there#is#
a#trust#
between#us.#
We#work#
together#on#
a#social#
level#also

that#the#
parties#
conect#on#a#
social#levle,##
you#have#
great#
chances#to#
create#a#
good#
relationship
.#Giving#of#
yourself,#
listening#to#
the#
customer#
and#show#
that#you#
understand#
what#they#
want.

to#be#open#
and#honest#
and#always#
do#what#is#
best#for#the#
customer,#
no#quick#
actions#
without#
thinking#
everything#
through,#
especially#
to#create#a#
long#term#
relationship
.

to#have#
something#
good#to#
offer#and#
that#you#are#
honest#
because#
that#creates#
confidence.#
I#can#
produce#the#
product#
that#the#
customer#
wants.

cooperation#
helps#if#
there#are#
clear#
guidelines#
so#we#know#
what#is#
expected#of#
both#
parties.

to#know#
each#other#
and#that#
there#is#a#
trust.##I#
should#be#
able#to#
recommend#
something#
and#mean#
it.

that#there#
should#be#
an#
exchange,#I#
can#show#a#
result#of#
what#I#have#
done

with#the#
relationship#
and#trust#
that#exists.#
Responsive#
to#the#
customer.

keep#what##
its#
promises.#
respond#as#
soon#as#you#
can#if#there#
is#any#
question,#
agree#with#
the#
customer,#
have#good#
communica
tion.

Get#the#
customer#to#
like#me.#
Then#the#
constant#
feedback#
throughout#
the#process#
to#make#a#
good#
relationship
.

That#we#
both#
contribute#
from#our#
relationship
.#Also#that#
we#
somehow#
like#each#
other#
socially#and#
can#talk#
open#and#
easy#to#
each#other

8.#How#do#
you#act#in#
order#to#
have#a#good#
cooperation#
with#your#
customers?

I#try#to#be#
professional#
and#only#
have#
contact#
whit#my#
customers#
when#
nessesary.#
It#is#
important#
to#follow#up#
a#campaign.

the#
customers#
that#I'm#
close#with#I#
visit#often,#
Im#trying#to#
have#a#
closer#
contact#
with#key#
customers#
than#other#
customers,#
in#order#to#
build#long#
term#
relations

small#
details#such#
as#calling#
the#
customer#
and#ask#if#
everything#
works#as#it#
should.#
show#that#
you#care

never#take#
a#bad#deal,#
coldMtalk#
and#
genuinely#
be#
interested#
in#the#
customer,#
find#
common#
interests

be#honest#
with#the#
customer.#
Must#be#
flexible#
towards#the#
customer#
and#wait#for#
customer#
approval

be#
attentive,#
to#listen#to#
what#the#
customer#
wants#and#
respect#it.#
To#make#
the#
customer#
feel#better#
than#it#is

credible#
and#serious,#
must#be#
flexible#and#
adapt#to#
customer

it#is#
according#
to#the#
customer#
needs.#
Some#
appreciates#
when#giving#
away#
tickets#to#a#
hockey#
game#and#
some#are#
heard#only#
by#one#time#
during#the#
year.

I'm#trying#to#
be#serious,#
listen#and#
adapt#to#
customer

do#
something#
extra#that#
makes#the#
customer#
feel#
important,#
flexible#for#
the#
customer.

Adapts#to#
customer#
needs,#
combined#
with#
confidence.

Try#to#
understand#
the#
customer#
and#show#
that#i#wants#
his#best.#Be#
honest
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9.#How#do#
you#interact#
if#you#
believe#that#
a#client#is#
wrong?

it#depends#
on#the#
customer#
but#I#would#
tell#the#
customer#if#
I#believe#
their#ideas#
are#way#off

it#depends#
on#the#
customer,#
sometimes#
you#have#to#
call#
attention#to#
them#could#
be#wrong

Generally#I#
tell#it#to#all#
customers,#I#
believe#they#
trust#me#
even#more#
afterwards

trying#to#
prove#and#
make#
suggestions#
on#what#I#
think#is#
right#and#
have#the#
statistics#to#
show#that#I#
have#the#
right

depending#
on#how#well#
I#know#the#
customer.#
Have#to#
explain#my#
own#
thoughts#
about#what#
could#be#
better#and#
the#benefits#
of#this.#But#
sometimes#I#
have#to#turn#
down#a#deal#
because#it#
does#not#fit

It#takes#a#lot#
before#I#say#
no#to#a#
deal.#I'm#
afraid#to#
lose#a#
customer#if#
one#goes#
against#
what#the#
customer#
says.#I'm#
often#too#
quick#to#
take#the#
deal#instead#
of#doing#the#
deal#good

then#I#
recommend#
a#better#
solution,#
even#if#it#
liberally#
leads#to#less#
sales#at#
present

trying#to#
convey#it#in#
a#good#way.#
depends#on#
the#
relationship#
with#the#
customer.#
Whit#a#new#
customer#I#
do#not#want#
to#say#too#
much.#
Comes#with#
suggestions#
on#how#to#
make#it#
better

to#remedy#
client#and#
come#up#
with#better#
suggestions.#
Displays#
with#facts.#
Get#the#
customer#to#
understand#
the#
problem#
yourself.

get#the#
customer#to#
listen,#
sometimes#
with#the#
help#of#
statistics#to#
get#the#
customer#to#
understand.#
Some#
customers#
have#just#
decided#and#
then#it#just#
to#adapt

Just#answer#
honestly#
and#refers#
to#my#
experience#
and#based#
on#that,#I#
will#make#
suggestions
.

Depends#on#
the#
customer#
but#I#try#to#
tell#them#in#
a#good#way.#
Usualy#i#
prove#my#
points#with#
statistics

10.#How#
often#do#
you#take#
contact#
with#your#
customers?

Around#
once#a#
week

it#is#very#
different,#
more#
frequent#
contact#
with#longM
term#
customers.

different,#
weekly#
basis

very#
different,#at#
least#once#a#
month

depends#on#
how#the#
customer#
wants#the#
relationship
.#Some#do#
not#have#
time#to#
have#
personal#
contact,#
and#then#
you#get#only#
have#mail#
contact.

Different,#
every#other#
day#to#once#
a#year

some#
customers#I#
meet#twice#
a#week,#
while#
others#once#
a#month

different#
but#
generally#
on#a#
monthly#
basis

1M2#times#a#
year#to#
every#14th#
day.#Usually#
on#a#
monthly#
bais

customers#
in#the#local#
area#I#visit#
once#a#
week.#
Other#
customers#
have#
contacted#
once#a#
month#and#
some#once#
a#year.#
Small#
customers#1#
v.#Large#C#
1mon

Very#
different.#
Frequent#
contact#
during#the#
sale.#
Feedback#
then.

Very#
different,#
weekly#with#
most

11.#What#
type#of#
information#
do#you#
provide#for#
your#
customers?#

#What#is#
essential#for#
the#
customer#
and#tell#
them#news#
about#
what's#
happening#
with#us#
right#now.#
The#followM
up#is#
important#
and#it#
informs#us#
about#as#
being#able#
to#build#a#
good#
relationship#
for#future#
advertising

#depends#on#
the#
customer.#
in#many#
cases#it#can#
be#a#lot#of#
talk#about#
irrelevant#
stuff.#You#
have#to#
prioritize#
certain#
information

specific#
promotions#
that#we#
want#to#get#
out#to#the#
customer.#
It's#very#
dependent#
on#the#
customer#
and#what#
relationship#
you#have.#
Sometimes#
there#is#
much#
chitchat.

inform#
general#
about#what#
we#do,#
when#there#
are#new#
things#
happening,#
mostly#
relevant#
information

I#always#
have#an#
purposet#of#
the#call,#
sell,#
monitoring#
etc.#it#is#
seldom#it#is#
that#I#just#
calling#to#
ask#how#it#is

call#and#tell#
how#the#
situation#is#
about#
advertising,#
ask#how#
they#want#
to#do#this#
year,#if#they#
want#to#
continue#to#
work#
together.

to#see#what#
they#have#
going#on.#
Different#
depending#
on#the#
customer,#
sometimes#
we#are#not#
talking#
about#
business#
while#some#
it#is#only#
when#there#
is#business

To#tell#
what's#
happening#
during#the#
month#and#
then#check#
with#the#
customer#
what#
happens#
within#their#
company.#
Can#swing#
by#
customer#
and#just#talk#
about#
anything#
but#when#I#
phone#
there#is#
always#an#
object#of#
the#call.

usually#it's#
when#I#have#
something#
to#offer#the#
customer,#
customers#
in#the#local#
area#I#can#
spontaneou
sly#go#in#
and#just#ask#
how#things#
are#going#
and#are.

if#
something#
new#
happens.#
We#
sometimes#
just#talk#and#
agree#on#
something#
new#or#
have#
customer#
care#
without#
talking#
sales.

What#has#
happened.#
Inform#
advice#etc#if#
necessary.

Always#call#
my#
customers#
afterwards#
to#make#
sure#he#is#
happy#with#
the#results.#
Sometimes#
also#just#
make#sure#
everything#
is#fine#
anayways

12.#How#do#
you#think#
that#the#
social#
connection#
between#
you#and#
your#client#
affect#the#
business?

I#think#it#
contributes#
to#a#more#
open#climat#
but#it#is#not#
vital#for#
doing#
business

yes#it#is#
important,#
it#is#not#
essential#for#
good#
business.#In#
the#long#
term,#it#is#
important#
to#have#a#
relationship#
with#a#
customer#
even#on#a#
social#level,

yes#and#no,#
some#
customers#
are#not#
interested#
in#the#social#
sphere#but#
it#does#not#
mean#that#
the#
business#
with#the#
customer#
will#be#bad.#
It#is#
important#
to#be#
flexible#and#
have#a#
feeingl#of#
what#the#
customer#
wants.

it#is#a#key#to#
do#better#
business#in#
order#to#
trust#each#
other.#If#
there#would#
be#any#
other#
product#
from#
another#
vendor#that#
is#better,#
the#
relationship#
can#save#
the#
business

usually,#but#
not#
necessary.#
Sometimes#
it#may#be#
necessary#
for#retain#a#
customer,#
but#an#
advantage#if#
you#can#get#
together#
outside#of#
work.

absolutely,#
in#order#to#
get#a#more#
of#a#
business#
you#have#to#
have#a#good#
relationship#
with#a#client#
and#you#can#
not#if#it's#
just#
business,#
must#have#a#
social#
interaction.

yes#I#think#
so,#if#you#do#
not#think#
alike,#it#is#
difficult#to#
build#a#long#
relationship#
with#a#
customer.#
applies#to#
adapt#to#
situationen
e.

Yes,#there#
must#be#
trust#
between#
the#
customer#
and#me.#I#
think#that#
the#social#
can#lead#to#
something#
better#for#
the#
business#
because#im#
able#to#
influence#
more.

it#makes#it#
easier#if#you#
do#so.#I#do#
not#like#to#
be#formal#
so#it's#easier#
to#have#a#
client#who#
is#social.#It#
can#lead#to#
more#
business#
and#
customer#
believes#
that#it#is#
easy#and#
having#to#
do#with#me.

with#some,#
but#not#
necessarily#
with#
everyone.#I#
think#it#may#
be#
advantageo
us#to#
generate#
greater#
confidence,#
little#easier#
to#get#more#
sales#with#
such#a#
customer

I#think#it#is#
important,#
but#not#
essential.#
probably#
good#if#you#
want#to#
build#longer#
relationship
s

It#
contributes#
to#a#better#
communica
tion.#Leads#
to#more#
sales#in#the#
long#term#
because#we#
like#to#chat#
anyway
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13#How#do#

you#act#if#

you#and#a#

client#

disagree?#

I#believe#the#

customer#is#

always#

right.#I#do#

not#do#

anything#to#

sell,#I#still#

want#to#

have#a#good#

relationship#

with#the#

customer.#

Make#an#

assessment#

of#why#the#

customer#is#

not#satisfied#

and#see#

what#we#

can#do#

better.

depends#on#

the#

customer.#I#

try#to#make#

the#

customer#as#

happy#as#

possible,#

but#if#the#

cooperation#

does#not#

work#I#will#

tell#them.

if#we#do#not#

agree,#I#

usually#go#

on#the#

customer#

line#/#will.#In#

order#not#to#

lose#

customers.

To#listen#to#

the#

customer#

and#be#

flexible.

you#never#

know#what#

the#

customer#

will#next#

time#and#

then#maybe#

you#want#to#

be#involved#

agai,#so#

even#when#

the#deal#is#

of#I#will#

have#a#good#

contact

try#to#

resolve#the#

conflict,#if#

we#do#not#

agree#I#will#

end#the##

cooperation

.

I#always#say#

what#I#want#

but#some#

customers#

want#to#

always#have#

the#right#

and#then#

you#have#to#

go#on#the#

customer's#

wishes.

trying#to#

come#up#

with#

solutions,#

try#to#get#

both#parties#

satisfied

rarely#it#

happens.#

Agree#

before#the#

deal#is#

completed#

then#we#

avoid#

conflicts.#I#

try#to#stick#

to#what#we#

agreed#on

stay#calm#

and#go#back#

and#check#

everything#

again#

before#

coming#

back.#Has#

not#

released#

any#

customer#

without#

having#

solved#all#

conflicts

I#am#

honest.#

Sometimes#

the#client#

needs#to#

know#what#

is#right#and#

wrong.

Try#to#

understand#

why#he#is#

dissatisfied#

and#come#

up#with#a#

solution.#

Sometimes#

it#doesnt#

work#and#

then#i#have#

to#adapt#to#

the#

customer

14.#Do#you#

think#that#

conflicts#

can#

contribute#

to#a#better#

cooperation#

in#the#longH

term?

I#do#not#

have#much#

experience,#

but#the#

feeling#is#

that#you#get#

a#deeper#

understandi

ng#of#what#

the#parties#

want,#and#

that#one#

should#not#

make#the#

same#

mistake#

again.

Yes.#If#we#

come#out#

with#a#

positive#

feeling#from#

something#

negative#it#

can#lead#to#

better#

cooperation

I#think#that#

it#can#do

yes#to#be#

honest#pays#

off#in#the#

long#run

I#think#so,#of#

course#it#is#

better#to#go#

united#from#

a#conflict

I#think#it#

may#be#

better#

afterwards,#

but#it#

depends#on#

how#the#

conflict#is#

resolved.#If#

the#solution#

is#good#for#

both#

parties,#I#

think#it#will#

be#good#

afterwards.

I#think#so,#

the#

customer#

may#rely#

more#on#me#

after#the#

conflict#is#

resolved#

because#I#

stood#on#

me.

Maybe,#but#

it#probably#

depends#on#

the#

customer#

and#conflict

the#

customer#

has#allways#

right,#if#the#

customer#is#

dissatisfied#

it#maybe#

not#return#

for#more#

business.

yes#I#think#

so.#We#

build#up#a#

history#with#

the#

customer#

that#makes#

the#bands#

become#

stronger.

Depends#

entirely#on#

the#

customer.#

Would#it#be#

vice#versa,#I#

would#be#

hapy#for#

tips#and#

advice#/#

feedback.

yes#because#

until#next#

time#i#know#

what#to#do#

and#dont.#

But#not#

neccesaraly,#

depends#on#

the#

customer#

and#the#

solution

15.#Have#

you#had#any#

conflict#that#

lead#to#a#

better#

result#than#

you#first#

expected?

We#got#a#

much#

better#

relationship

,#now#I#

know#the#

customer#

and#its#

needs

No#example#

given

when#we#

had#solved#

the#conflict,#

it#felt#like#I#

was#more#

welcome#

when#we#

arrived#

there#next#

time,#we#

got#a#better#

relationship#

afterwards.

I#managed#

to#turn#his#

problem#

into#

something#

good.#I#have#

got#a#very#

good#

relationship#

from#the#

conflict

No#example#

given

customer#

commitmen

t#is#not#met#

and#I#took#it#

off#the#part#

he#didn’t#

pay#for#and#

he#got#

really#angry,#

but#did#not#

lead#to#any#

better#

relationship#

but#not#the#

worse#

either.

we#got#a#

better#

contact#

after#the#

conflict#was#

resolved,#

the#

customer#

has#become#

dependent#

on#me#and#

my#services.

No#example#

given

No#example#

given

despite#the#

conflict,#we#

have#an#

unchanged#

relationship#

today

No#example#

given

No#example#

given

16.#What#do#

you#think#

will#be#

important#

to#build#

trust#in#the#

future

most#

important#is#

that#we#give#

customers#

an#effect#on#

their#

marketing#

and#show#

results.#Also#

to#have#

social#

activities

personality#

and#

humility.#

People#have#

less#time#

and#some#

customers#

are#not#

interested#

in#a#

relationship#

just#email#

contact.

I#do#not#

think#much#

will#change#

with#time.#

Just#being#

yourself#

and#show#

that#you#

care.

to#be#open#

and#honest,#

build#

relationship

s#over#the#

long#term.#

To#do#what#

is#best#for#

the#

customer.

to#convince#

customers#

that#this#is#

the#way#to#

go#and#

prove#that#

the#

customer#

gets#back#

what#it#has#

investsed

probably#

the#same#

things#as#at#

present,#to#

listen#to#

what#the#

customer#

wants.#can#

not#

consume#

customer's#

trust#too#

many#times.#

Probably#

needs#to#

hag#

knowledge#

in#several#

sections,#

learn#things#

faster.

One#must#

be#able#to#

say#no#to#a#

business#if#

you#do#not#

think#it#will#

work#and#

focus#more#

on#

customers#

in#the#long#

term.

keep#up#

with#

change,#

innovation,#

updating#

the#

customer#

and#come#

up#with#

new#

solutions

to#be#

honest#with#

the#

customer#

and#not#

lurking#on#

customer#

things#that#

it#does#not#

need#just#

because#I'll#

make#more#

money.#The#

customer#

must#be#

able#to#get#

value#for#

the#

investment.

to#care#for#

the#clients,#

have#a#good#

relationship

,#good#

system#as#a#

tool#for#us#

sellers.

Nothing#

special#that#

will#excel#in#

the#future,#

but#trust#

has#always#

been#

important#

throughout#

history.

Adapt#to#

the#

customer,#

be#honest#

and#try#to#

share#

something#

socail#

togheter#

and#not#just#

business.
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Appendix 3  

 

Questions Key words
Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

Responden
t

1A 2A 3A 8B 9B 10B 6B 7B 5B 4B 11C 12C
Trust each 
other
Customer 
follows my 
ideas 
whitout 
further 
explanation
Honesty
basis for 
long-term 
relationship
s
lead to more 
sales
Very 
important
broken trust 
harms the 
business
Honest
stand for 
what I sell
social 
connection
There is a 
positive 
exchange 
between the 
parties
listen and 
show 
interest for 
customer
takes time 
to build
Give 
Chanses
not 
conscious
show that I 
know what 
the 
customer 
want
Well-
informed 
about 
customer 
situation
By telling "I 
don’t know" 
and 
comebacke 
with 
answers
Show fact 
through 
statistics 

Adapt to the 
customer

Well-
informed 
about 
customer 
situation
when trust 
already 
exist - no 
preperation
knowledge 
about all 
our services

predict 
questions 
and answers 
for them

1. What is 
trust for 

you?

2. Do you 
think trust is 
important?

3. What do 
you think is 
important 

when 
building 

trust?

4. Do you 
try to show 
your 
customers 
that you 
have good 
competence 
within your 
area?

5. How do 
you prepare 
yourself 
before a 
meeting 
with a 
customer?

L1#

L2#

L3#

G1# G2# G3#
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Own
organization
al with 
new/bigger 
customer
adapt to the 
situation
to some 
extent 
Show 
results
connect on 
a social 
levle
two way 
communicat
ion
Shared 
Values
Expertise 
about the 
services
Honesty
listening to 
customer 
and show 
intrest

professional

good 
communicat
ion with the 
customer

visit the 
customer
Show that I 
care about 
the 
customer
Adapt my 
behavior to 
the 
customer
long-term 
relation - 
tell them 
straight
More 
careful with 
some 
customers
customer 
appreciate 
the 
interaction
rarley try to 
convince
Shows whit 
facts that I 
am right
let the 
business go 
on and do 
not interact
depends on 
the 
customer
rather often 
(weekley)
less often 
(monthly)
only when 
nessesary 

7. What do 
you think 
contributes 
to a good 
cooperation
?

8. How do 
you act in 
order to 
have a good 
cooperation 
with your 
customers?

9. How do 
you interact 
if you 
believe that 
a client is 
wrong?

10. How 
often do 
you take 
contact with 
your 
customers?

6. Do you 
follow any 
specific 
strategy for 
you 
business 
meetings? -
Own or 
Organizatio

L4#

L5#

L6#
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our news
Follow-up
informe 
only 
nessesary 
things
plan for the 
futhure 
mostly 
nessesary 
information 
sometimes 
just to chat
preferable 
but not 
nessesary
harder for 
customer 
for leave 
despite 
different 
product 
oppertunitie
s
more sales 
in the long-
term
Some 
customers 
are not 
intrested in 
such 
relationship
s
understand 
why the 
customer 
unsatisfied
to not lose 
the 
customer I 
can let the 
customer be 
right 
anyway
end of 
relationship 
sometimes
come up 
with 
solutions 
that gaine 
both parites
usually I 
adapt to the 
customerwit
hout 
discussions
Have 
learned 
about each 
other
can lead to 
a more 
positive 
feeling
not 
according to 
my 
experiences
proves 
honesty
learned how 
to act with 
that 
customer
a stronger 
relationship
unchanged 
trust

No example

show results

social 
activities 
with the 
customer
the 
relationship 
is more 
important 
than the 
sales
Show that 
you care 
about the 
customer
honesty 
Have 
knowledge 
about 
customer 
and own 
services

13 How do 
you act if 
you and a 
client 
disagree? 

14. Do you 
think that 
conflicts 
can 
contribute 
to a better 
cooperation 
in the long-
term?

15. Have 
you had any 
conflict that 
lead to a 
better result 
than you 
first 
expected?

16. What do 
you think 

will be 
important to 

build trust 
in the 

future?

11. What 
type of 
information 
do you 
provide for 
your 
customers? 

12. Do you 
think that 
the social 
connection 
between 
you and 
your client 
affect the 
business?

L7#

L8#

L9#

L10#
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